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EDITOR’S LETTER

n this industry, people are our oxygen. Or,
more precisely, relationships are. As we continue
to emerge from the haze and craze of 2020 and
aspire to keep the past year in our rearview mirror,
I want to offer a promise and a commitment. This
year, with a little room to breathe and (hopefully)
a little more oxygen to do so, our goal is to create
and hold space for you to reflect—as the
enormity of what has occurred in the world,
the nation, and the industry finally (again,
hopefully) enters reverie. In other words,
we commit to being an advocate.

I love etymology and how it turns a
word into a story. Under advocate in one
etymology dictionary *, I found:
Latin advocatus “one called to aid (another);
a pleader (on one’s behalf), advocate,” noun use
of past participle of advocare “to call (as witness or
adviser), summon, invite; call to aid; invoke,” from ad
“to” (see ad-) + vocare “to call,” which is related to vox
(genitive vocis) “voice”...
Also in Middle English as “one who intercedes for
another,” and “protector, champion, patron.”
We love this idea of a “call to aid.” And, helping others
find a voice is best when you can distill your own first. In
the first draft of this note, I wrote: The recent past has
demanded that we redefine ourselves as the lens on the
microscope has irreversibly shifted for many. Definitely
for us.

If we, as an industry, continue to try and redefine who we
are under the framework of the old structure, we will only
prop up the walls, add another coat of paint, and replace a
few tiles.
The water damage needs to be gutted out, the joists tossed
into the fire, and the structures returned to dust. Let’s
scrap the old version and move the cornerstone
back to the center of the foundation. Let’s
return to perpetually becoming.
That cornerstone, for us, is advocacy.
Over the past 12-plus months, reflection
has been almost impossible at times, as
we have kept our eyes on the immediate
ground beneath our feet in order to
anticipate the next challenge, the unexpected
political fracture—or uncertain gain or loss,
both of which, I have learned, come with their own
special brand of anxiety.
The door is open, and the seat is turned to the fire. Please
come in, talk with us, tell us your stories, and let’s break
bread as spring settles like a calm after the storm.
Let’s find the tools we need to imagine what’s next, even if it
means just chatting with an old friend or making a new one.
We continue to crave the oxygen we need, so let’s find
refuge and a voice in new ways of defining ourselves in this
era—together.
Let our voice be your voice.

After sleeping on these words and the gravity of peering
down the scope of who we are as a company, I took to
revising the thought with deeper intention. Sometimes,
the thing we say on the surface only points at a deeper
meaning, a sign of what we really want to say.
Revision: The recent past has rearranged our internal
chemistry as a company. We have gone through a
reckoning with you, and we understand what it means to
find the weather has worn our old notions away and, if
we are lucky, left us standing to stare at our cornerstone.
Sometimes, we discover the elemental center along the way.

Jordan Okumura
Editor in Chief
AndNowUKnow and The Snack Magazine

*www.etymonline.com/word/advocate

2005 Capitol Ave., Sacramento CA 95811
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Wholesome Heroes
represents individuals who are
making a positive impact in their
community through their work,
volunteer efforts, sustainability, or
health and wellness initiatives.

WHAT MAKES Delia
A WHOLESOME HERO?
There are those who strive to make
an impact in our industry and work
from the ground up to help others
succeed. For Rainier® Fruit, that
ambitious drive can be found in none
other than Delia Pena. Her entire
produce career has been with the
Zirkle Fruit Company, and during
that time, Delia has built herself quite
a reputation for wearing many hats.
From managing Orchard Human
Resources and spearheading the
H-2A program to teaching life skills,
Delia has made herself an invaluable
person to Rainier and those that call
Zirkle their home away from home.

1

Zirkle Ranch H-2A Program

2

Leadership

3

Nurturing

4

Motivation

5

Success
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RAINIER ® FRUIT CELEBRATES WHOLESOME HEROES

Delia Pena

Orchard Human Resources Manager, Zirkle Fruit Company
YEARS at
Zirkle Fruit Company:

Years in
produce:

FAVORITE
PRODUCE ITEM:

15

15

Apples

Zirkle Fruit Company started its
Guest Worker Program in 2005. In
the beginning, the pilot ran with
35 workers at Zirkle ranches across
Washington. Now, every year starting
in early spring, several thousand
workers travel to Washington to work
in the orchards, where Delia is still
heavily involved in managing the
entire program.

The Zirkle Guest Worker Program
sees several thousand workers come in
under the H-2A program. Delia is very
much the powerhouse behind this as she
balances many demanding roles. From
managing and counseling long-term
workers to teaching practical life skills,
Delia is an integral part of the program.

“There’s a saying we have around here
about growing people, as well as fruit. As
cheesy as that sounds, it’s very true. We
work really hard to recognize peoples’
talents, and we try to nurture those as
best we can during their time at Zirkle.”

What motivates Delia is interacting with
the workers every day. The employees
that come to Zirkle have dreams of their
own, and to see their dreams come true
is what drives Delia to put her best foot
forward. Eager to help those dreams
become a reality, Delia works to assist
her ever-growing family’s success.

“This program is demanding and
extremely time-consuming, but
watching the success stories from the
lives of the people who pass through our
orchard family is why I do what I do.”
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OFF THE SHELF

A Closer Look at
NatureSweet® Dulce
Italiano Peppers
By Lilian Diep

T

he snacking frontier
has long been a land
waiting to be explored by
fresh produce. With industry
mainstays like NatureSweet® on
our side, that exploration has
never been sweeter.

While peppers are usually
associated with savory and spicy,
consumers will now think of
them as ‘sweet-without-the-heat’
with the debut of NatureSweet’s
Dulce Italiano Peppers.
Packaged with a red, yellow, and
orange pepper medley, these
long, sweet gems bring a burst
of flavor on their own or as an
element that will elevate a dish
or recipe.
Crunchy, juicy, and healthy,
NatureSweet’s latest offering is
just the gold mine consumers
need after arising from the
depths of the winter chill here
in the Northern Hemisphere.
With snacking and cooking as
a major part of everyday lives,
these peppers are the nutritious
treasure and vibrant pop that
need not remain buried. Display
these beauties front and center
across retail and the plate.
As shoppers are exploring the
produce section for more goodfor-you products, help them
discover what they’re looking
for with this bounty of fresh
produce gold.
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CLOSE

Sprouts Farmers Market

A Q&A with Robby Cruz,,
Vice President of Produce Sourcing and
Procurement, Sprouts Farmers Market
By Jordan Okumura

I

mprovisation, pacesetting, and innovation—
these are characteristics of cutting-edge
paradigms driving the success of forwardthinking companies across our industry. Some
vanguards see opportunities where challenges
prevail and find the fundamental materials for
greatness where others dare not look. This is a
space I reserve for companies like Sprouts Farmers
Market. The specialty grocer’s bold leadership
grasps these ideals with such passion that many in
our industry look to them as examples of a thriving
vision with the ability to impact the way consumers
shop on a national stage.

Sitting at the helm of Sprouts’ vision for fresh fruits
and vegetables is Robby Cruz, Vice President of
Produce Sourcing and Procurement, whose sharp
and acute eye for detail and innovation is helping to
refine and evolve a vision for greatness across the
forefront of fresh.
With vendor partnerships and a goal to open more
supplier dialogue at the top of his list of priorities,
Robby joins me to share the details of the road he is
helping to pave for Sprouts and what continues to
get the produce veteran up in the morning.

Q1
Jordan Okumura:

Robby, Sprouts Farmers
Market always seems to have
an edge when it comes to
anticipating the consumer’s
wants and needs. What
is it about Sprouts’ vision
and key tenets that drive
your own passion and goals
while allowing for such a unique
position in the marketplace?

Robby Cruz,

Vice President
of Produce Sourcing
and Procurement,
Sprouts Farmers
Market: I love the

surprise-and-delight
aspect of our business
for the customers. We
are often working with our
grower partners to move
large volumes of product at a
great value for our customers. Our
mantra at Sprouts is to be “the destination for the
freshest, best-tasting produce at a great value.”

We have “farmers market” in our name, and this is not
something we take lightly. It shows when you visit our
stores—from the front of the store’s outdoor displays
to entering through the front door, consumers see
fresh produce all throughout their shopping trip.

Q2
JO: I know how heavily you invest in your supplier

partners and what they mean to Sprouts. How do
they play into your vision for Sprouts in terms of fresh
produce, presentation, and industry relationships?

RC: I am a big believer in vendor partnerships. The
key to a great partnership is transparency in ensuring
that each side’s vision aligns with their goals. Not
everyone is going to have the same vision, and that
is okay because every retailer doesn’t have the same
go-to-market strategy.
Essentially, my vision is to set goals for both parties
and then ensure we work together to meet and
exceed them.

Q3
JO: With more than a quarter century in this industry,
I imagine that it has grown on you just a little. Fresh
produce does get into your bones. Robby, what
do you love about this industry, and how do its
unique demands align with your own personal and
professional goals?

RC: I love how fast-paced the industry is, day to day.
That truly aligns with who I am.
Both as a team and in conversations with our grower
partners, we often talk about our intention to look
even further downfield—we not only need to look
at the now but how we plan together for the future.
We need to lead the industry in our vision through
merchandising, sourcing, and procurement. Our goal
and strategy is to find the next variety of fruit or
vegetable that gives our customers that amazing athome eating experience which, in turn, gives us that
repeat purchase.

Q4
JO: One of the topics we love to cover here at The

Snack is how we all arrived in this place—fresh
produce. What do your origins look like, Robby, and
what path led you to your current position
at Sprouts?

RC: Originally, coming out of high school, I wanted
to be a landscape architect, but figured out pretty
quickly that I loved the satisfaction of an amazingly
merchandised department. There is something about
increasing sales through enticing your customers
with fresh, great quality and perfectly merchandised
product that rewards the team.
I worked at three pretty large companies, climbing
my way through the ranks, touching on all sides
of the business from stores, sales, merchandising,
procurement, and sourcing. I had the opportunity to
work for a great company like Sprouts that is focused
on driving traffic with produce, and so joining the
team seemed like a natural fit. The work here has
happened seamlessly.

Q5
JO: With all the experience you have in the industry
and all that you are trying to accomplish, what is it
that gets you up in the morning?
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Sprouts Farmers Market’s progressive vision and premier supplier relationships help drive demand
in an evermore competitive retail space

RC: It sounds cliché, but I absolutely love my job and
the industry we work in. I have been in the industry
for 27 years, and I am never satisfied with where we
are. The industry transforms and moves at a million
miles an hour, and we need to continue to immerse
ourselves in learning more every day.

“We are often
working with our
grower partners
to move large
volumes of product
at a great value for
our customers.”
- Robby Cruz,

Vice President of Produce Sourcing and
Procurement, Sprouts Farmers Market

Q6
JO: I assume you know what’s coming next: What
keeps you up at night?

RC: What keeps me up at night right now is this new
way of going to business over phone calls and emails
due to the pandemic. I feel we lose a little of that
TEAM atmosphere and comradery by not being in the
same office or in the fields and talking strategy with
vendor partners in person.

Q7
JO: For all those looking for a little more wisdom

in their lives, what advice do you have for up-andcomers on the buy-side or the supply-side?

RC: Have a vision of who you want to be and make
sure you have the right partners that share your vision.

A

s Sprouts Farmers Market continues to set itself
apart from the retail pack, the dynamic makeup
of its people, the diverse range of its vision,
and the strength of its fresh strategy execution will
continue to plant the seeds for growth and excellence.
Robby Cruz knows this better than anyone—he gets
up in the morning with a passion because of it.
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WTF

DO I DO WITH

That’s Tasty™ Fresh Basil ?

{ what the fork }

R A S P B E R R Y - B A S I L C H I A S E E D JA M
INGREDIENTS
5–7 leaves That’s Tasty Fresh Basil,
thinly sliced
2 cups fresh raspberries
Juice from ½ lemon and a little
lemon zest
2 tbsp chia seeds
1 tbsp maple syrup or honey, optional
for sweetness
™

Prep Time: 5 min
Cook Time: 15 min
Servings: 1 cup

1

DIRECTIONS
Heat fruit in a small saucepan, making sure to stir it around every minute or so.
Once heated, use a fork to break down the fruit to your desired consistency. Remove
from heat.

2 Add lemon juice, zest, basil, and chia seeds to the heated fruit. Stir all ingredients

together until well combined. Taste, then add maple syrup or honey if you prefer a
sweeter jam.

3 Allow jam to cool for 5–10 minutes; it will thicken as it cools. Serve immediately or
store in a sealed container and refrigerate for up to 5 days.

Tips: Skip lemon zest for a sweeter jam, or add additional for a tarter jam. Feel free to adjust
ingredients as necessary, to taste.

To learn more about Shenandoah Growers, visit www.thatstasty.com
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ONION SNAPSHOT

By Jenna Plasterer

3 inch

2 inch

1 inch

H

Onion Sizing

ow sweet it is to have Vidalia® onions back in season—
literally. The versatile variety will have you and your
shoppers crying only tears of joy as it steps into the
spotlight of produce aisles nationwide, dazzling you with
Small
Medium
Large
its Southern charm. As the celebrity onion takes the stage,
1–2.25 Inches
2–3.25 Inches
3+ Inches
here are some insights into what makes this showstopper
*Additional sizes include Colossal
the perfect addition to any produce department, leaving
(3.75 inches and up)
everyone begging for an encore...
THESNACK.NET / 27

01. More Than
An Onion
Once revered for its healing properties,
today one of the sweetest onions in the
world and Georgia’s state vegetable is
more than just a cornerstone of southern
barbecue—the Vidalia onion is a way of life.

02. Growing Regions
Vidalia onions can only be grown within
a 20-county growing region in South
Georgia: Appling, Bacon, Bulloch, Candler,
Dodge, Emanuel, Evans, Jeff Davis,
Jenkins, Laurens, Long, Montgomery,
Pierce, Screven, Tattnall, Telfair, Toombs,
Treutlen, Wayne, and Wheeler.

Toombs
County

Vidalia

03. So Special
This 20-county growing region represents
a 6,000-square-mile area, in a state
occupying 60,000 square miles, in a
country composed of 3.8 million
square miles.

04. City of Vidalia
Vidalia onions are named for the city in
Toombs County where they were first
sold. But, they can in fact be grown
outside of the city limits.

05. Onions Galore
The largest volumes of Vidalia onions are
grown in Toombs and Tattnall Counties.
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06. Transplanting
Many people are unaware, but
transplanting is a part of the Vidalia onion
growing process. This is done to protect
the Vidalia onion plants.

07. New Fields
The plants are moved from seed beds into
new fields once they’ve grown to about
the width of a pencil.

Vidalia Onion Farm Gate Value*
County
Acres
Value
Tattnall
Toombs
Evans
Wayne
Candler
Montgomery
Long
Treutlen
Laurens

Totals

4,238
3,750
1,100
1,030
260
286
120
90
3

10,877

$50,856,000
$46,845,000
$13,750,000
$11,845,000
$3,250,000
$3,217,000
$780,000
$90,000
$13,000

$130,646,500

*Farm Gate Value represents the dollar amount for the industry when Vidalia onions leave the farm

Approximately 10,000–10,500 Acres
The amount of Vidalia onions planted each year.

Approximately 50 Growers
The number of growers registered
to cultivate this regional specialty.

Sweet, Mild Flavor

The signature taste of Vidalia onions
was originally a fluke that was stumbled
upon by the farmers who planted them
during the Great Depression.

Hand-Picked

Vidalia onions are generally
transplanted and harvested by
hand, a labor-intensive process
from beginning to end.

State Vegetable
In 1990, the Vidalia onion
was named Georgia’s
official state vegetable.

5 Million (40 lb boxes)

The equivalent shipped in 2020.

White House Gifts

Former President Jimmy
Carter, a Georgia native,
used to give them to
visiting dignitaries.

Source | Vidalia Onion Committee
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» The IF List «

Monina Knox
Procurement Specialist
With Chandler James
nyone who’s got their hat in the fresh produce ring knows how
fast-paced our industry moves. At times, it may seem that this
work is all-consuming, but our friend Monina Knox proves
otherwise. Tasty indulgences, famous icons, and hands-on
projects are but a few of the sources she draws from while having built her
experience tackling one of retail’s most integral roles. Take a look at some
of her IFs, and maybe even find inspiration for your own ways to unwind...

IF you had to choose now, what would
your last meal consist of?

A crab boil.

IF you could have any actor play you in
a movie, who would you want?

Tasha Smith.

IF you could imagine yourself in a
different industry, what would it be?
Healthcare.

IF you could have dinner with
anyone, dead or alive, who would
it be?
Michelle Obama.

IF you were stranded on a
desert island, what three survival
essentials would you bring?
My husband (well, maybe—LOL), a
lifetime supply of drinking water, and
the entire line of DeWalt tools.

IF you could redo one moment
or event in your life, which one
would you choose and why?

Nothing. I believe everything
I’ve done has been for a reason
and ended up the way it’s
supposed to be.

IF you were
another
species in
the animal
kingdom,
what would
you be?

A lioness.

IF you had to wear the same thing
every day, what items of clothing would
you pick?
Leggings and a comfy shirt.

IF you could make everyone watch a
movie of your choosing, which movie
would you want them to see?

How the Grinch Stole Christmas.

IF you had to eat the same thing every
day for the rest of your days, what
would you eat?
McDonald’s French fries.

IF you could
enhance one
aspect of your
intelligence, what
part would you
want to improve?

Carpentry and
electrical intelligence.

IF you could
join a musician,
dead or alive,
on stage to
sing along
or play an
instrument
with, who
would you
choose
and why?

Michael Jackson,
because I
want to dance
alongside him.
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Allen Lund Company
ALC Logistics

RELATIONSHIP,
RELATIONSHIP,
RELATIONSHIP
By Anne Allen

S

ometimes my imagination
runs away from me. It’s
why I make for a good
writer—we often plan for the worst
before considering the best. (In
another world, I may have been a
good farmer.)
So, you’ll understand my
predisposition for being carried
away by certain words, especially
one as potent as relationship.
Relationship might seem an odd
word in an article guided by data,
solutions, and technology—but after
my conversation with Kenny Lund, it
became the most natural association
in the world.

“In transporting produce, the
three most important things are
relationship, relationship, relationship.
2020 proved that,” the Executive
Vice President of Allen Lund
Company and ALC Logistics shares
with conviction. “And we’re seeing
companies push to the forefront by
saying they’re going to replace the
relationship with data, all for better
pricing. That works until there’s a
claim. It works until you add three
pickups or three drops. It works until
it’s two o’clock in the morning and
the cherries being picked up have
gone from eight pallets to four, or
when rates change by 1,000 dollars
on a Friday afternoon. Relationships
built over time are what get that
product moving.”
In essence, data can’t replace
trust. It can, however, be used
to strengthen an existing trust,
which is precisely what Allen Lund
Company’s division, ALC Logistics,
set out to do. And that, in and of
itself, makes a world of difference.
Or, as Kenny would say, “Our
technology improves relationships. It
doesn’t replace them.”

“We built our system to be
able to handle the changes
that are par for the course
in the produce industry.”
- Kenny Lund, Executive Vice President,
Allen Lund Company and ALC Logistics

It wasn’t long after I became a
part of the industry myself that I
heard of AlchemyTMS and what the
consolidation of ALC Logistics’ full
transportation management system
(TMS) offering meant for perishable
freight. Although the AlchemyTMS
suite of solutions may be relatively
new, it is backed by the integrity
and expertise of both ALC Logistics
and the Allen Lund name.
“We started by providing a
very basic TMS and now we’re
AlchemyTMS, with over fifteen
different products under the
Alchemy suite,” Kenny explains.
“Almost all of those products have
been developed at the request
of customers.”
This is how relationships are built,
how trust comes into being. Trust
is what keeps you feeling steady
even when the battering rams of
industry-shaking events beat on
your doors.
“We weren’t a software company
first,” Kenny explains. “We were
a transportation
company—we
have 45 years of
transportation
experience at
our backs—and
continue to bring
that knowledge
and put it into our
software. And I
cannot tell you
how important that
has been.”
Here is where the
specter of 2020
looms, a presence

that, for better or for worse, we
cannot escape. If anything, it
strengthened the industry’s
reliance on its partners along the
supply chain.
“2020 saw many things, but the
struggle for many was the rising
cost of transportation. Our spot bid
program allowed our customers
to take some of their freight out
of contracts—or, when they were
handed those back, they were still
able to cover those loads efficiently.
The program lets them find lower
prices than their competitors,”
Kenny expresses.
The system itself gets spot bids to
carriers in a matter of seconds, after
which the spot bid parameters are
configured, the deadline is set, and
the carriers are selected.
“Every system we install, especially
in produce, improves the
relationship with the transportation
providers. And, it improves it in
two measurable areas: better
service and better pricing. Our
solutions quantify that on a
number of metrics—pickup
times, appointment scheduling
times, delivery times, unloading
times—that act as a report card for
transportation companies because
if they know you’re measuring
their performance, they’re going to
improve,” Kenny notes.
The solutions under the
AlchemyTMS suite are meant to
solve a problem before it becomes
a problem.
“We built our system to be able to
handle the changes that are par for
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Backed by 45 years of freight
transportation industry
experience, AlchemyTMS is
a customizable software
solution designed to help
customers effectively
and efficiently address
unique transportation
management needs

the course in the produce industry.
So, we built it to be able to handle
changes and to get that data flow
to all the parties involved. One
hundred produce loads could see
over 600 changes to manage, and
that could include quantity, sizes,
and pickup points. Information
flow is dramatically better for
transportation providers, which
means they’re able to give better
pricing,” Kenny states.
Never one to shy away from the
realities of being in the fresh
produce business, Kenny makes
a note of another solution under
AlchemyTMS that helps alleviate an
industry pain point.
“We’ve evolved our claims
management module, which we
automatically include for anybody
that handles refrigerated product.
Claims never get better with
time—it’s not wine,” he says with a
laugh. “Our module gathers all the
documents needed to get through
those claims. We can communicate
with everybody involved—we can
bring in elements that come from
an inspection or from a temperature
recording device, or even from a
preload inspection and the bill of
lading into one area so that the
claim can be solved as quickly and
painlessly as possible.”
To further benefit its customers,
Kenny explains to me that ALC
Logistics is working with Sensitech,
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Emerson, and Tive® to develop new
products that allow for easy use no
matter which system a customer
may already have in place.
“That way, they can just integrate
their data into our TMS,” he tells me,
and I know that one of the things
Kenny is most proud of is making
this technology more accessible for
businesses.

Companies using it were able to
leverage the relationships they had
and communicate more effectively
with the transportation partners
they work with. They were able to
see pricing trends more quickly and
react—a critical advantage when
pricing’s only consistency was the
fact that it would leap up and down.
It is important to note Kenny’s
deep conviction in the solutions he
works with, a conviction that runs so
deep he will let companies try the
product for two months and if by
the end, they don’t like it, he’ll issue
a full refund.

AlchemyTMS’s dock scheduling
program has also picked up steam
ever since its introduction 15
years ago, seeing over 2 million
appointments—1.2 million of which
are made through a prominent
wholesaler. Every single one of this
wholesaler’s distribution centers in
the United States and Canada goes
through its systems.

To date, no one has asked him for
that refund.

Overall, the importance of
AlchemyTMS cannot be overstated,
especially in a year like 2020.

“It’s fun to sell a product you’re that
confident in,” he says with a smile.
“You know that offer is unheard of

“Every company that we work
with brings a unique challenge,
but that’s what I love.”
- Kenny Lund

in software, but I’m so confident in
what we do and how we install our
solutions that it doesn’t faze me. Our
belief in our products helps build
that trust between us and
a customer.”
Purchasing the software, as Kenny
remarks, is a huge commitment for a
company, which is why it is essential
to build that relationship.
“It’s a big change,” he comments.
“And the company and its team have
got to be comfortable with how
we’re going to help them through
that, how we’re going to be there,
and how we’re going to make this
product really fit for them. We
don’t have off-the-shelf software;
we adapt it to each install that
we do because we’re accounting
for shipping seasons, product,
temperature, and how many
different trucking companies that
customer may use. This all has to be
put into the system before we move
one load.”
Some of the companies using
AlchemyTMS include Naturipe Farms,
Ready Pac Foods, and Mucci Farms,
all individual powerhouses within the
fresh produce world.

Rick Burden,
Senior Director of
Transportation and Logistics,
Naturipe Farms
Rick Burden, Senior Director of
Transportation and Logistics at
Naturipe Farms, shares with me his
high praise for AlchemyTMS.

side—especially for strawberries—
when you’re picking, packing,
cooling, and shipping on the same
day, there’s a lot that can happen.
There are a lot of changes involved
in the supply chain. So, we needed
a TMS system that could adapt to
that, and we chose AlchemyTMS for
that reason. Over the course of a
few years, we’ve been able to tailor
a program that completely fits our
needs. ALC even developed new
solutions to specialize a system that
is specific for berries. Right now,
to be honest, we’d be pretty much
dead without it.”

“We were looking for a TMS
system for quite a while because
our business is influenced by so
many things, primarily weather.
We have growing areas all over
the United States, South America,
Mexico, Canada, and Europe,” Rick
explains. “We bring in close to 2,000
containers a year from Peru and
Chile. We have a Mexican program
that crosses the border. The supply
chain is very much influenced by a
lot of outside factors. On the berry

AlchemyTMS has been designed with customers in mind, as ALC Logistics
takes a collaborative approach to innovation
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Rod Downey,
Director of Customer
Supply Chain,
Bonduelle Fresh Americas
When I speak to Ready Pac
Foods, a brand under Bonduelle
Fresh Americas, the response is
similarly glowing.
“AlchemyTMS has been a very
successful initiative for Ready
Pac Foods and Bonduelle Fresh
Americas by replacing a largely
manual-intensive set of processes
to a wholly integrated systematic
approach for managing our freight
and logistics,” shares Rod Downey,
Director of Customer Supply
Chain. “The ALC solution has
superior functionalities developed
specifically for the complexities of
our business and is user-friendly
for both our transportation teams
and carrier base. Overall, we
experienced superior project
management and leadership
support to implement the solution
across our network and continue to
be extremely pleased with the final
product and ongoing support.”

Bryan Miller,
Logistics Manager,
Mucci Farms
Bryan Miller, Mucci Farms’ Logistics
Manager, also takes a beat with me
to offer his take on why AlchemyTMS
has been a must-have for running
the company’s operations.
“The team at Allen Lund is open to
all my craziness,” he says with a
laugh. “Five years ago, Mucci Farms
went from a 21-pallet average to
24, and a TMS solution became
even more imperative. I picked
AlchemyTMS in 2018 because it’s
not a cookie-cutter solution. It’s up
to your imagination on what you
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want to do with it. Our business is
decidedly not cookie cutter; there
are a lot of moving parts and I need
to be able to capture those moving
parts. AlchemyTMS continues to
be the best solution for me and our
company because the solutions help
identify weaknesses and strengths
based on your utilization of the
product. If you use the tool correctly,
it’s going to do you a great service—
and it’s going to save you a lot of
money.”
Kenny himself reflects on the theme
I’ve seen throughout my discussions
with the companies making use of
AlchemyTMS.
“Every company that we work with
brings a unique challenge, but
that’s what I love,” Kenny expresses.
“They are not demanding, they are
challenging. They present a new way
for us to look at an issue and say,
‘How do we solve this problem?’”
Looking ahead, the EVP tells me that,
as a pioneer within the space, there’s
a lot to look forward to. There’s one
innovation in particular that I’m
champing at the bit to share, but I

have a relationship to maintain—and
you’ll find out soon enough.
In a world where we must, at
times, plan for the worst before
considering the best, it is good
to know that there are those like
Kenny and Allen Lund Company in
that equation with you—with the
technology to calm the waters.

WTF

Pure Flavor® Cloud 9®
DO I DO WITH Bite-Sized Fruity Tomatoes
{ what the fork }

SALSA FRESCA CHICKEN
INGREDIENTS
2 dry pints Pure Flavor Cloud 9
Bite-Sized Fruity Tomatoes, halved
3 oz Pure Flavor® Stingrays™
Multi-Colored Hot Peppers
4 small chicken breasts, boneless
and skinless
1 small onion, diced
1 cup mozzarella cheese, shredded
½ cup fresh cilantro, chopped
½ lime, juiced
½ tsp salt
¼ tsp cumin
¼ tsp black pepper
¼ tsp garlic powder
¼ tsp red pepper flakes
®

Prep Time: 10 min
Cook Time: 25 min
Servings: 4
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®

1

DIRECTIONS
Preheat oven to 400º F. In a medium-sized bowl, combine tomatoes, onion, hot
peppers, cilantro, and lime juice with half the salt.

2

Chop chicken breasts into small pieces. Arrange the chicken pieces flat in a large
baking dish and season evenly with cumin, garlic, red pepper flakes, salt, and
pepper. Stir to combine chicken evenly with seasoning. Cover chicken pieces with
the tomato mixture and top with cheese.

3

Bake chicken on the middle rack for 25–30 minutes or until it is cooked through
and no longer pink. Garnish with more chopped cilantro and serve hot with your
favorite side dish.

To learn more about Pure Flavor®,
visit pure-flavor.com

?

PURE FLAVOR AD

VOICES OF THE INDUSTRY

The Big Game
By The Snack Editorial Contributor Rex Lawrence, Founder and President, Joe Produce Search℠

I

f a huge curve ball comes your way and throws you
off balance, keeping your eye on the ball will help
you make contact and get on base.

change. Oftentimes, the tactics will change to match
the situation as needed throughout the game, while the
planned strategy remains, overall, the same.

Our careers and lives can take so much from sports. Any
athlete, professional or, in my case, an avid “weekend
warrior” knows you need a plan.

When you’re in the on-deck circle and watching that
pitcher, you’re looking at the field, who’s on base, the
score, etc. You’re planning your strategy when you step
up to the plate. You’ve studied the pitcher and the field,
and think you have an understanding of their “stuff.”
You’re ready...

So, it’s interesting to me that people don’t often have
plans for their careers. And those who do have plans
often do not think about the stages of their lives and
careers and how their plan may need to evolve with
those stages. Some of us start off with a plan and stick
to it, then later get distracted and/or go off-plan for a
variety of reasons. I’ve seen this from young people all
the way to senior-level executives. Anecdotally, I think it
happens more often at the mid-point of one’s career.
Hey, I get it. By the time we get into our 40s we have
a lot—A LOT—going on, including spouses, kids, aging
parents, college, retirement, a home, cars, insurance,
vacations, etc...A LOT! On top of all that, here I am
suggesting that you think about your career plan.
Plans are vital to success—a player never enters a game
without their own plan. In sports like baseball, it is part
of the team plan. And, as the game goes on, situations

Hey, Batter, Batter!
This is similar to when you’re 18 to 24 years old. You
know you’re headed to the batter’s box and you’ll get
your swings, but, for now you get practice swings and
you watch, learn, and prepare. We could go back further
and talk about practice, about being coached, and
learning about the game, but The Snack won’t let me
write that much...And I really don’t want to show my
lack of baseball knowledge.
Get On First
Somewhere around 25 to 34 is the time that we need to
develop our strategy and focus. Now we’re at the plate,
and although we’re keenly aware of our surroundings—
coaches, signals, the team, and the score—this is the
time we zero in on the ball. “Be the ball!” Focus. At least
get on base. By the way, I don’t know if I’d suggest any
career “bunts,” or sacrifices. I have to laugh because I
think I may have had at least one sacrifice earlier in my
career...And we won’t talk about the bunts, fly balls, and
foul tips.
This stage in your career is the time to take more
calculated risks; to learn and grow. Some of us hit
home runs or even grand slams while others hit singles,
doubles, and triples. All these scenarios put you into a
scoring position.
Second Base
From first to second is around 35 to 44 years of age.
Ideally, this 10-year stage is still focused on the longerterm goals while building, growing, and thriving. At this
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stage, you should be solidly committed to your careerpath objectives and end result(s). During this period,
you’re coming into your own and moving into your most
productive and profitable years.
Third Base
You’re now in your peak income years! You’re on the
right team (hopefully) and know your game. You have
a solid foundation, and you’re professionally at your
best—about 45 to 54. With any luck, you’re thriving and
enjoying a combination of experience, skills, knowledge,
focus, and a clear direction. Ideally, you have a sense of
purpose, calm, and balance.
Rounding To Home
I have to say this: Just because you’re headed home
does not mean the game is over—not by a long stretch
for many of us. I can’t tell you how many professionals
with whom I speak to want to keep working and “stay
in the game” beyond when they could possibly leave.
This is the mid-50s and later, when you get to leverage
all your experience, contribute in various ways—grow
people, give back, enjoy helping others succeed—and
you can continue to build, learn, and grow yourself, too.
That never stops.
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Joe Pro Resumes is another service of Joe
Produce®. Joe Pro Resumes helps you write
and refine your resume to help you find the
produce industry position of your dreams.
We have written hundreds of resumes
for many professionals in the produce
business in addition
to various related
JoeProResumes.com
sectors.

I hope this analogy is not too much of a stretch. Starting
off with a plan and having realistic expectations and
objectives for each stage of your life and career can
help keep us on track. After seeing thousands of
resumes and speaking with hundreds of professionals,
it’s become quite evident that we all share many
similarities, including these stages of our careers. Even
the best ballplayers make errors—strikeout, hit foul balls,
and more—we all do! The best learn from their mistakes
in addition to their successes, all while getting better
with time.
I recently heard that some products grown in the
outside elements can, from time to time, end up tougher
than their indoor counterparts. Apparently, without the
wind and elements beating them up a bit, they do not
need to develop in the same way. I think produce people
are the same. So, next time the elements knock you
around, remember: It’s life presenting an opportunity to
make you stronger, too.
Play ball!

Hiring “players”
for our team is
one
of the most impo
rtant jobs we ha
ve.
Each player cont
ributes individu
ally
and also shapes
the team. There
are
many factors to
consider when
hiring
someone, and fo
r the purposes
of
this story, I’d lik
e to suggest th
at you
consider the ca
ndidate’s journe
y
thus far, their cu
rrent stage, and
their
path and stages
ahead. Asking th
e
right questions
and getting a go
od
understanding
as to how they
plan,
execute, and ad
just their career
plan
can be revealin
g. Lastly, please
do
not
overlook someo
ne on third
base. Their best
days could
be ahead of them
, along
with the scoring
run!

Joe Produce Search (JPS) is the Executive
Search division of Joe Produce®. Joe Produce
Search is comprised of experienced search
consultants and produce professionals. Our
placements range from middle management
to C-level positions, throughout North
America, covering a wide range of produce
and produce-related businesses.

Rex Lawrence,

Founder and President
Joe Produce Search℠
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Shuman Farms

A Q&A with John Shuman, President and
Chief Executive Officer, Shuman Farms
By Jenna Plasterer

T

wenty years is a span of time that holds the
infinite potential for evolution. While time can be
monitored and tracked on a clock or a calendar, it
is easy to lose sight of its significance as it steadily ticks
by. It is only when passing time is put into perspective
that its true weight is fully grasped.

Quickly thinking back two decades ago, one may
remember not only the start of a new century but a
new millennium, the debut of the iPod, or Tiger Woods
winning the Masters and becoming the first golfer to
ever hold all four major championships at the same
time. But what isn’t always obvious in the 240 months,
1,040 weeks, or 7,300 days that have passed since then
is the potential for countless advancements and pivotal
decisions that existed in each one of those moments.
You may be asking why I’m spouting off about time.
It’s not to remind us how quickly or slowly it seems to
pass in any given instant, but to remind us of the impact
time holds in fresh produce.

We are in an industry where one day can impact the
remainder of a season, the success of a company, or the
introduction of a transformative new product. Having
twenty years of days like this goes beyond reaching
milestones; it’s what legacies are made of.
For those at Shuman Farms, they know the impact of
making it two decades in the game because they have
already begun achieving it. This year, the company’s
RealSweet® brand is celebrating its 20th anniversary, and
to emphasize the weight of such a monumental triumph,
the team is shining a spotlight on the brand as well as
the product that has garnered so much success: the
Vidalia® onion.
After shifting my own perception, I sat down with the
President and CEO of Shuman Farms, John Shuman, a
man who continues to play a vital role in both Shuman
Farms’ and the RealSweet brand’s success. Together,
we journey back through the last two decades that
have shaped the brand’s continued evolution and
look forward to what Shuman Farms has in store as it
continues to conquer time.

Q1

Jenna Plasterer: John, Shuman
Farms is a company that has
dedicated a lot of blood, sweat, and
tears to evolving the Vidalia onion
category while still holding true
to a key set of core values. What
does the 20th anniversary of the
RealSweet brand mean to you and
the Shuman Farms family?

John Shuman, President
and Chief Executive
Officer, Shuman Farms:
For more than 35 years, the Shuman
family has been in the Vidalia onion
business. When we created the
RealSweet brand 20 years ago, we
set out to create the most trusted
brand in the sweet onion category.
That decision has resulted in one of
the most well-designed programs in
the Vidalia sweet onion industry.
Through the RealSweet brand,
our commitment to superior
quality, excellent customer service,
innovative marketing, and giving
back to those in need shined
through and continues to do so
today. Those core values were
passed down to me, and they are the
ones I will pass along to my children
and grandchildren.
After all these years, Shuman Farms
and the RealSweet brand remain one
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of the most recognized and trusted
programs in the industry because of
those values and our commitment to
each other.

JP:

“Realizing that we could do more
together than individually has
allowed us to establish and expand
one of the leading and most
recognizable brands in the industry.”

Q2

With so much history and
wisdom guiding the brand forward,
how has RealSweet evolved over
the last 20 years? What do you find
most surprising from the time the
brand was founded to today?

John Shuman,

President and Chief Executive Officer,
Shuman Farms

JS: Over the years, the RealSweet

brand has evolved into one of the
leading brands in the produce
industry focused on delivering
on those promised four pillars of
quality, customer service, innovative
marketing, and giving back. Each
year, we challenge ourselves to bring
new and innovative programs to
market that not only help our retail
partners sell more sweet onions
but drive incremental sales in the
produce department.
Since the 1990s, we have partnered
with industry-leading Vidalia
growers to bring only the sweetest
onions to shelves. Realizing that
we could do more together than
individually has allowed us to
establish and expand one of the
leading and most recognizable
brands in the industry.

Q3

JP: Supporting communities and

charitable giving are a large part of
Shuman’s philosophy as well as that
of the RealSweet brand. How is that
aspect playing into the company’s
history and this year’s celebration?

JS: We wanted to honor our core

pillar of giving back with our 2021
Giving Back Challenge, which will
benefit local food banks as part
of our partnership with Feeding
America®.

Every year, the Shuman team
volunteers at our local Feeding
America food bank, America's
Second Harvest of Coastal Georgia
in Savannah, and last year we
donated almost 13,000 pounds
of RealSweet onions to the same
location. We really wanted to share
in the opportunity to give back
through a creative competition.
Retailers who enter are asked to put
together a creative display using
our RealSweet Feeding America
branded marketing tools and
have their associates submit their
volunteer hours from within the
community. In the end, we will make
donations to the winners’ choice of
food banks. The competition is a
great chance to make a difference in
local communities.

JP:

Q4

In the same vein of giving back,
you founded the Produce For Kids®
brand, which is also coming up on
its 20-year anniversary and recent
expansion. Can you tell me a little bit
about that?

JS: I had a goal 20 years ago to

bring the produce industry brand
to give back, so we created the
Produce For Kids brand. Now, as
we pass $7 million raised, I realize

there’s no limit to the impact we
can make as an organization in the
healthy living space. That is why
we expanded the brand to Healthy
Family Project, which now includes
not only the Produce For Kids
campaign under that umbrella, but
Food Rx, Power Your Lunchbox, and
Mission for Nutrition as well. We are
excited to expand in a way that will
allow us to extend our effectiveness
for our current and new produce
partners while continuing to be a
resource for healthy families and
giving back to those in need.

JP:

Q5

While 2020 was a tough year
for many, Shuman Farms managed
to find valuable silver linings during
that time. Along with the RealSweet
brand and Produce For Kids brand
anniversaries, you have been
chosen as the 2020 Vidalia Onion
Grower of the Year by the Vidalia
Onion Committee. What does this
achievement say about Shuman
Farms’ perseverance and dedication
to the industry?

JS: I’m honored to receive this

recognition from the Vidalia Onion
Committee on behalf of the entire
Shuman Farms team. It takes a
village to do what we do, so this
honor is thanks to everyone at
Shuman Farms. It would not be
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“...I realize there’s no limit to the impact we can
make as an organization in the healthy living space.”

possible without the dedicated team
of people I am blessed to work with.
Our success is thanks to the hard
work and passion that they bring to
their job every day.
2020 proved to be challenging for
the Vidalia onion season, but my
driven team and I overcame those
obstacles to deliver consistent,
premium-quality products to
the market.
Our perseverance led us to get over
600 acres of Vidalia onions in the
ground this year while maintaining
our strong business relationships
across the industry. In staying
committed to our company’s core
pillars, we are now on track to ship
our amazing RealSweet Vidalia
onions from the end of April into the
summer months. I think that in itself
is a testament to not only our drive
but our devotion to providing the
best product possible.

Q6

JP: All of these celebrations would
be missing something without
food to enjoy, and I know you have
renowned Chef Shannen Tune
whipping up something exciting.
What’s next for your partnership?

JS:

One exciting aspect of our
future plans includes our continued
partnership with Chef Shannen Tune,
former Chopped Champion and
Founder of Craft Burger. Chef Tune’s
culinary motto is, “The difference
between good and great is giving
big attention to the little details,”
and that is something that resonated
with us because of the focus and
effort we put in at Shuman Farms
and with our RealSweet brand.

Chef Tune has already put together
a wide variety of RealSweet onionbased recipes and has done
segments on our farms, but he’s

back and preparing another round
of delicious recipes featuring Vidalia
onions for his Ain’t Life Sweet—From
Home series. We’re hoping that
maybe later in the summer or early
fall we can get him back out at
events cooking up samples.

A

s I finish my conversation with
John, I find myself glancing at
the calendar on my wall—all of
the upcoming deadlines, events, and
reminders—and I imagine John and
those at Shuman Farms are doing
the exact same thing. However,
instead of scribbled notes and todos, they see a pathway weaved
throughout time that will continue a
legacy decades in the making. Each
empty square or fully booked day
represents the possibility of what
the future will hold. And for Shuman
Farms, the calendar is never-ending,
just like its desire to keep evolving.

For two decades, the Shuman Farms team has been working together to establish a lasting
legacy for its RealSweet® brand
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» The IF List «

Jeff Fairchild
Produce Director, New Seasons Market

H

With Jordan Okumura

ailing from the U.S. Pacific Northwest, New Seasons Market
envisions a retail space based on local excellence, organic
goods, and a burgeoning fresh produce concept across niche
and classic grocery categories. With Produce Director Jeff Fairchild
helping to cultivate a strong community centered around food, we just
had to know what other paths this industry trailblazer might have taken
or IFs he might have, given the chance to write them down. Drumroll,
please, as we bring you Jeff’s eclectic and adventurous IF List in this 57th
issue of The Snack Magazine...

IF you could have been born in another
century or decade, which would it be
and why?

2030. I am curious about what the future holds.

IF you had to make the choice today,
what would your last meal consist of?

Tofu with organic veggies, sticky rice, and a
three-layer cake.

IF you could imagine yourself in a
different industry, what would it be?
I could see myself as a plant propagator.

IF you could have dinner with
anyone, dead or alive, who
would it be?
Buddha.

IF you were stranded
on a desert island, what
three items would you
bring?

A journal, a water purifier,
and a shovel.

IF you had to wear the
same thing every day, what
items of clothing would
you pick?

Shorts.

IF you had to eat the same
thing every day for the rest
of your days, what would
you eat?
Berries.
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IF you could enhance one aspect of your
intelligence, what part would you want
to improve?

The ability to slow down and be more
analytical.

IF you could re-experience an
awesome day in your life, what day
would you choose?

My daughter’s wedding day.

IF you had $10 million that you had
to donate to someone else, who would
you choose and why?
Oxfam, a global organization working to
end poverty and to help eradicate
world hunger.

IF you had a
superpower, what
would you want
it to be?
Strength.

IF you could give your
younger self one piece of
advice, what would it be?

Learn to slow down and enjoy.

Gwillimdale Farms

Q&A

Quinton Woods,

A
WITH
SENIOR SALES AND PLANT OPERATIONS MANAGER,
GWILLIMDALE FARMS

BY MELISSA DE LEON CHAVEZ

C

us a strong start in a category they
already knew well.

AN YOU JUMP WITH
WILD ABANDON
AND CALL IT A
STRATEGY?

The demand-to-growth cycle is one
as perpetual as the chicken and the
egg, each necessitating the other
but ever debated on which must
come first—or so I thought. Within
moments of discussing this riddle,
Quinton Woods points out that you
can’t sell what you do not have.
In illustrating the core of the
innovative path Gwillimdale Farms
has blazed for itself, the company’s
Senior Sales and Plant Operations
Manager paints me a picture of trust
and fearless curiosity. Leadership
works on the ground level and
leaps at ideas, which come together
to form a versatile portfolio, an
international reach, and a vision
of the future we all desperately
need these days—one that discards
failure as an option for the sheer
disadvantage it poses to possibility.

Melissa De Leon
Chavez

MDC: QUINTON, HOW

DOES GWILLIMDALE’S
VISION CONTINUE TO
PROMOTE THE SUCCESS
OF RETAILERS THROUGH
PRODUCT DIVERSITY AND
DIFFERENTIATION?
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Quinton Woods,

SENIOR SALES AND
PLANT OPERATIONS
MANAGER, GWILLIMDALE
FARMS

QW: Gwillimdale is constantly

developing our year-round program
on root vegetables. We are now
able to offer our retailers four out of
five commodities year-round, with
our potatoes being offered for 10
months out of the year. However,
that is not all we have been working
on. When we began our Mexican
deal, our partners were also broccoli
growers, which gave us a chance
to diversify our program and gave

We started out by offering iced
broccoli crowns. Now, we have
developed a wrapped broccoli
program. This has further diversified
our offerings by adding those extra
couple of pallets onto the truck to
offer mixed loads. At the same time,
retailers have the opportunity to cut
down traffic at their warehouses by
streamlining the vehicles they need
to fill out their orders.

MDC: GWILLIMDALE SEEMS

FEARLESS ABOUT EACH
NEW CATEGORY, BUILDING
A WIDE PORTFOLIO IN A
RELATIVELY SHORT PERIOD
OF TIME. WHAT INFLUENCES
IT TO MAKE MOVES INTO NEW
ARENAS, SUCH AS WRAPPED
BROCCOLI CROWNS?

QW: Bringing our current expertise
to the table enabled us to expand
an already existing program. When

“We wanted to make moves to
control volatility and offer retailers
a product that would last longer on
their shelves while looking more
attractive to the consumer.”
Quinton Woods,

SENIOR SALES AND PLANT OPERATIONS MANAGER,
GWILLIMDALE FARMS

we moved into our Mexican product,
broccoli crowns was a category
we inherited and, traditionally, it is
heavily volatile. We wanted to make
moves to control volatility and offer
retailers a product that would last
longer on their shelves while looking
more attractive to the consumer.
Then COVID-19 was thrown into the
mix, prompting consumers to want
individually packed products more
than ever. Offering our standard
20 lb iced broccoli crowns and
a 20 count carton of wrapped
crowns from September through
June, similar to our standardized
broccoli offerings, met these needs
and continues to give retailers
consistency and quality throughout
the year.

MDC:

SPEAKING OF
THAT PRIOR EXPERIENCE,
GWILLIMDALE HAD ALREADY
ESTABLISHED ITSELF WITH
ITS MEXICAN CARROT
PROGRAM. HOW HAS THIS
SIDE GROWN SINCE ITS
INCEPTION?

QW:

We started out packing
Jumbo carrots primarily, and
over the next couple of years
we gradually transitioned into a
program more strongly based
on our retail quality Cello carrots.
Now, we just installed another
Cello packaging machine this year,
which will increase our volume to
an average of four to six loads of
Cellos per day, virtually doubling our
capacity. This steady growth as our
retail business expands prompts us
to continue to develop new avenues
for opportunities to ensure we never
have to say no, which really outlines
our growth strategy overall.

MDC:

WE HAVE SPOKEN
ABOUT HOW RAPIDLY
GWILLIMDALE HAS GROWN
BASED ON DECISIONS
AGAINST THE INDUSTRY
NORM. CAN YOU TELL ME
A BIT MORE ABOUT HOW
THAT UNFOLDS?

QW: While we are a large company,

the ones making the decisions
are on the floor. We see what is
going on, and we have the ability
to make decisions and take action
with knowledge and trust due to
our structure. As a result, we often
expand in a year where it would take

“In addition to our category
versatility, we provide the same
high level of service and attention
to every account individually.
There is no one, whether a large
chain or a local business, that
does not get to experience the
Gwillimdale Difference.”
others three to five. We are always
ensuring that we grow consistently,
both physically and categorically,
whether it’s our SKUs or our retail
partnerships. We focus on those
partnerships rather than just making
the next sale.
Our philosophy has always been
along the lines of “if you build it
they will come.” Like the chicken
versus the egg, everything has to
start somewhere. Nothing happens
overnight, and we have maintained
our visionary thinking by making
what can be perceived as “crazy”
investments—you can always sell an
investment, but you can’t sell what
doesn’t exist.

MDC: INTERESTING! GOING

BACK TO THAT FOCUS ON
PARTNERSHIP, WHAT ARE
SOME OF THE STRATEGIES
GWILLIMDALE EXECUTES TO
HELP RETAILERS ELEVATE
EACH PRODUCT?

QW: We offer clear, consistent

labeling throughout the year.
Continuity is key, and a transition in
locations doesn’t disrupt what the
customer is seeking at the store,
so the labels they are familiar with
should be there waiting for them.
No matter the country of origin,
there is a recognizable Gwillimdale
bag on the shelf, ensuring that we
have done our due diligence across
all operations. Our team works
very hard to ensure our retailers’
customers get the quality product
they expect not only in the spring,
but all year long.

MDC: I CAN CERTAINLY

SPEAK TO THE COMFORT
CONSISTENCY BRINGS, YET
FOR SUCH A STEADY BRAND
GWILLIMDALE ALSO SEEMS
PRETTY SPONTANEOUS. HOW
DOES THE TEAM USE ITS
UNIQUE APPROACH TO TAKE
VALUE AND EXCELLENCE
TO THE NEXT LEVEL AS A
PARTNER FOR RETAILERS?

QW: First of all, we specialize in

mixed loads. We can ship beets,
carrots, and broccoli on a single
truck from our cold storage facility in
McAllen, Texas. As for our Canadian
deal, we can ship carrots, onions,
beets, potatoes, and parsnips on a
single load to provide good mixed
loads for smaller wholesalers and
smaller retailers. In addition to our
category versatility, we provide
the same high level of service
and attention to every account
individually. There is no one, whether
a large chain or a local business,
that does not get to experience the
Gwillimdale Difference.

With forethought and a willingness
to learn from a mishap rather than
miss an opportunity, Gwillimdale
Farms and those it serves are
reaping the benefits of a whimsical
savvy that bridges innovative
ideas with boundless imagination,
morphing its “impossible” challenges
into attainable actions.
Can you jump with wild abandon
and call it a strategy? Absolutely.
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Pacific Gold®
Russet Potatoes

{ what the fork }

L OA D E D B A K E D P OTATO F L AT S
INGREDIENTS
4 large Pacific Gold Russet Potatoes,
scrubbed clean and peeled
®

garlic herb butter

¼ cup butter, melted
2 tbsp parsley or rosemary, chopped
4 garlic cloves, minced
1 tsp Italian seasoning
½ tsp paprika
¼ tsp black pepper
Sea salt, to taste
suggested topping combinations

Sliced Progressive Farms Jalapeño and
melted Cheddar cheese
Roasted Progressive Farms Asparagus
with arugula and sliced tomato
Progressive Farms Cabbage slaw
Roasted Progressive Farms Brussels
Sprouts
Everything potato with melted Cheddar
cheese, bacon pieces, and sour cream
Grilled Nature’s Bounty Organic Onions
Prep Time: 15 min
Cook Time: 40 min
Servings: 4
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1
2
3

DIRECTIONS
Preheat the oven to 400° F.
Cut the ends of the potatoes, and then cut the potatoes lengthwise into ¼–½" slices.
Thicker slices will be softer and less crispy in the center. Using a knife, score the
potato horizontally (sideways) every ¼" or so. Flip slice over and repeat the process.
This will help the garlic herb butter soak into the potato slices for maximum flavor.
While slicing the potatoes, keep cut potatoes in cold water to keep them from
browning. This also breaks down excess starch, which will help make delicious
crispy potatoes when baked.

4 Whisk together the garlic herb butter ingredients in a small bowl.
5 Arrange the scored potato slices on a parchment-lined baking sheet. Brush garlic
herb butter mixture onto both sides of the potatoes.

6 Bake the potatoes in the oven for about 40 minutes, flipping halfway through. Once
done, the potatoes will have crispy edges and a lightly brown center.

7 Allow the potato slices to cool for 5 minutes. Add your favorite toppings and enjoy!
To learn more about Progressive Produce,
visit www.progressiveproduce.com

?

Syngenta Vegetable Seeds

By Chandler James

e

ach vegetable seed is filled with
expectations. From the time
it is bred to the time it bears
fruit, operators across the
supply chain eagerly await a seed’s end
result. Syngenta Vegetable Seeds is one
company that leads in the seed breeding
sector, conducting extensive research
and development (R&D) in order to
bring new, innovative fresh produce
offerings to the market.
“Over 150 years ago, we began
our pursuit of high-yield, highperformance, best-in-class products,”
says Jeroen Iprenburg, Technical Sales
Representative for Active Greenhouse
Crops, North America. “Today, our
global team of 2,300 employees,
operating in over 50 countries, drives
new breakthroughs and ways of
working to transform and improve the
agricultural industry. Our dedicated
specialist teams have brought their
expertise in genetics, seed technology,
and value chain relationships to deliver
a world-leading portfolio of 30 crop
species and over 2,500 varieties of
vegetable seeds.”

In partnership with farmers, Syngenta
is transforming how crops are grown,
harvested, processed, and consumed
across the world. The company takes an
innovative approach to solving industry
challenges and developing new seed
varieties that are resistant to disease,
require fewer nutritional inputs, and
have improved shelf-life. Syngenta also
aims to maximize a seed’s effectiveness
in order to ensure better adaptability
to environmental stresses and provide
higher post-harvest yield.
“By engaging in close dialogue with
local growers, we have increased the
variety and adaptability of seeds to local
conditions and created solutions that
are focused around a grower’s long-term
success,” Jeroen continues. “Combined
with deep roots in crop protection
service; support at the local level; and
a collaborative approach to customer
relationships, this expertise allows us to
offer valuable solutions to growers and
the market.”
To ensure a lasting impact on agriculture,
Syngenta is always progressing

and advancing its facilities globally,
including its Technology Centers
in the Netherlands and Woodland,
California. Syngenta heavily invests in
its R&D programs and in leading-edge
technology. By listening to the market
and gathering insights from all links
in the value chain, the company steers
its R&D efforts to combine the best in
seed, trait, seedcare, and crop protection
offerings.
With a strong local focus on people,
quality, and added value for customers,
Syngenta’s products are highly focused
on market needs, innovation, and
research. Syngenta Vegetable Seeds is
known globally for its tomato breeding
program, with everything from
beefsteaks to snacking tomatoes to
specialties on the market. Overall, the
company sells more than 350 different
varieties of tomatoes available to growers
all over the world, and has a strong
pipeline that underscores its commitment
to adding value to vegetable products
using innovative technology solutions.

By engaging in close dialogue with
local growers, we have increased the
variety and adaptability of seeds to
local conditions and created solutions
that are focused around a grower’s
long-term success.
JEROEN IPRENBURG,
Technical Sales Representative for Active
Greenhouse Crops, North America,
Syngenta Vegetable Seeds

BAMBORANGE
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NEBULA

IVORYMOON

This new YOOM® brand of tomato
offers our producer partners and their
customers an opportunity to distinguish
themselves in the market with an
innovative and original product.
HANS VAN HAEFF,
Technical Sales Representative for
Active Greenhouse,
Syngenta Vegetable Seeds

“We have a key position in the red
baby plum tomato category,” explains
Hans Van Haeff, Technical Sales
Representative for Active Greenhouse,
as we take a closer look at Syngenta’s
dynamic portfolio. “Our globally leading
hybrids like Sweetelle and Duelle are
well-known for their taste, texture, and
quality. Orange, yellow, and more
colors are added from hybrids like
Bamborange, Lemonade, Ivorymoon,
and various others.”
The variety Nebula is another of
Syngenta’s famous creations, which is
known globally for its outstanding flavor,
distinctive aroma, and crunchy bite. The
company developed Nebula and related
hybrids by combining native traits
specifically linked to sugar accumulation.
The premium light-red, round cherry
tomato features an optimum balance
of sweet and sour that lingers in the
mouth. Nebula offers more flesh than
other cherry-type tomatoes and is

unique in that it combines different sugar
types and high acidity to create a taste
experience all its own.
Syngenta also has experience in bringing
unique savory tomatoes to market.
Its iconic brown Kumato®-branded
varieties are now on shelves across the
country and quickly became a beloved
offering for consumers.
The YOOM® brand, Syngenta’s most
recent development, is another example
of a breakthrough in tomato breeding,
providing a “yummy” experience to
consumers that awakens all of the senses.
“YOOM® tomatoes feature innovations
in color, taste, and eating experience.
Globally, the brand is gaining
strength with growing partnerships
in several European countries and in
North America. Featuring a curious
purple exterior, this savory and
sweet tomato can be enjoyed in just

two bites, containing a higher level
of anthocyanins compared to other
tomatoes as well as vitamins and
minerals,” continues Hans. “This new
YOOM® brand of tomato offers our
producer partners and their customers
an opportunity to distinguish themselves
in the market with an innovative and
original product.”
In addition to varietal differentiation
and unique branding, Syngenta aims
for constant improvement of quality
and shelf-life on its varieties to help
reduce in-store waste and allow products
to remain visually appealing longer.
Consumers will be instantly attracted to
these tomatoes as they bring convenience
and excitement to a highly valuable
produce sector.
So, what’s next for the tomato category?
I’m sure Syngenta is already sowing
the seeds.
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Rice Fruit Company
Pink Lady Apples

?

{ what the fork }

I N S TA N T P OT ® B U T T E R N U T S Q UA S H A N D A P P L E S O U P
INGREDIENTS
3 medium-sized Rice Fruit Company
Pink Lady Apples, peeled and chopped
1 tsp olive oil
1 yellow onion (approximately 1 cup),
chopped
½ jalapeño pepper, chopped
1 tsp curry powder
¼ tsp adobo seasoning
2 cups chicken or vegetable broth
2 tbsp butter
2 fresh butternut squash, chopped
into 1" cubes
½ cup apple cider
1 cup heavy cream
Salt, pepper, paprika
Bacon
Garlic croutons
Prep Time: 15 min
Cook Time: 45 min
Servings: 8
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1

DIRECTIONS
Put your Instant Pot® on sauté. Heat the olive oil. Add onion, jalapeño, curry
powder, and adobo seasoning. Cook until fragrant (about 3–5 minutes.)

2 Add cubed butternut squash, broth, and butter. Cook on high pressure for 6 minutes.
Release pressure.

3 Add the chopped Rice Fruit Company Pink Lady Apples and apple cider. Cook on
high pressure for 3 minutes. Release pressure.

4 Blend with your immersion blender until creamy. Stir in the heavy cream. Season
with salt, pepper, and paprika to taste. Top with crumbled bacon and garlic
croutons—trust us on this one. Enjoy!

To learn more about D’Arrigo New York, visit www.darrigony.com

VOICES OF THE INDUSTRY

SNACKCHAT
By Lilian Diep

T

he soft crunch of a blueberry is enticing, refreshing,
and addicting—and that’s not a lone thought. Our
supply-side friends are weighing in on this little
berry that’s packing a mighty punch for retailers
and foodservice operators. Grab a handful of fresh
blueberries for yourself as these experts dish out the best way
to get these produce stars into shoppers’ baskets…
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Kyla Oberman,

DIRECTOR OF MARKETING, CALIFORNIA GIANT BERRY FARMS
“Does anyone else feel like it’s Christmas morning every time they buy
blueberries? There are so many wonderful and diverse varieties being
grown today that it’s like opening a present with every new clamshell. At
my house, we have fun comparing flavors from the previously purchased
clamshell and discussing the growing location. We show the kids where on
the map the blueberries were grown, while they see if they can find one the
size of their nose! The kids use all four berries to create fun designs on their
plates while getting their daily serving of colorful and healthy fruits. This is a
great way to encourage shoppers through social media and direct shopper
communications to incorporate fresh produce into their busy at-home lives.”

Yasmin Pacia,

MARKETING DIRECTOR, TRUCCO DIRECT
“When I was asked to write about blueberries, I felt thrilled because
I adore these little fruits and eat them almost every day. We lovers
of blueberries are lucky because they’re available almost all yearround. They’re the perfect fruit to snack on, both for adults and young
consumers. Great frozen or fresh, use them in a salad or in delicious
treats like smoothies, pies, muffins, pancakes, or even bread. Blueberries
are packed with antioxidants; vitamins C and K; fiber; manganese; and
anthocyanin, the compound responsible for giving them their beautiful
color. ‘Without blues, life would be a little flat…’”

David Jackson,

PRESIDENT, FAMILY TREE FARMS

“Consumers are all about quality and flavor, and so are we! As a farmer, I
can say nothing beats the taste of eating blueberries fresh off the bush, but
there are so many other great ways to eat them. In a smoothie, on a salad,
or baked into a dessert are some of my favorites. No matter how they are
eaten, this superfruit is packed full of antioxidants. Our blueberries are the
industry leaders in size, flavor, and crunch! As consumption increases, we
strive to deliver the best-tasting fruit using the best genetics in order to
consistently produce the most flavorful fruit in the world!”

Catherine Gipe-Stewart,

COMMUNICATIONS MANAGER, SUPERFRESH GROWERS®

“We are fired up for the 2021 blueberry season! We continually discover
some fun new recipes to wow our friends and families with. A current
Superfresh Growers favorite is a twist on the classic blueberry and vanilla
ice cream combo. We like to make blueberry ice cream pie by slightly
melting vanilla ice cream into a pie shell, swirling in homemade blueberry
syrup, and then placing fresh blueberries on top before refreezing. Simple,
fast, and a sure-fire way to create an eye-catching dessert.”
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Katiana Valdes,

MARKETING DIRECTOR, CRYSTAL VALLEY FOODS
“Blueberries are THE first thing most consumers think of when they think
of a superfood. The more we research the juicy morsels, the more amazing
health benefits we discover. Not to mention they are pretty much the
perfect healthy snack. We offer blueberries year-round, and we continue
to expand our domestic sourcing regions. We are especially looking
forward to our Georgia- and Alabama-grown fruit this year as we are
expecting a great season with good volume and quality for both. Keep
eating your blueberries daily, your entire body will thank you!”

CarrieAnn Arias,

VICE PRESIDENT OF MARKETING, NATURIPE FARMS
“Blueberries are so versatile, they can multiply your marketing opportunities.
These berries aren’t relegated to one meal occasion or just one type of use.
With one pack of blueberries, you can create a standalone snack on Monday,
add blueberries to a salad on Tuesday, and make a smoothie on Wednesday.
Retailers and foodservice operations have a great opportunity to showcase
blueberries by featuring them in multiple eating occasions and times of the
day. Social media is a great platform through which to promote this versatility.
From making blueberries a part of featured recipes and menu dishes to
utilizing nutritional experts to share the health benefits, you can leverage your
social media presence to show the many ways to consume blueberries.”

Bil Goldfield,

DIRECTOR, CORPORATE COMMUNICATIONS, DOLE FOOD COMPANY
“It’s hard to imagine another fruit or vegetable in the produce world with
a better image than blueberries—clearly, they continue their rock star
status thanks to their antioxidant benefits and dessert-like taste. But
what perhaps isn’t as widely known is just how versatile they are in the
kitchen. For every expected recipe—like our Right Note Smoothie created
for Dole’s celebration of Disney and Pixar’s Soul continuing through
May—there are unexpected dishes such as our Blueberry BBQ Shrimp and
Pineapple Skewer Salad, DOLE® Blueberry Bliss Fresh Takes Salad Bowl,
and Grilled Chicken Vineyard Wraps that tuck blueberries, lean chicken,
and assorted fresh vegetables into multigrain flax flatbread.”

Blake Belknap,

VICE PRESIDENT OF SALES, RAINIER® FRUIT COMPANY
“Our blueberry program stands out: one grower, 100 percent organic, all
summer. We make it simple! It’s all about the right genetics in the right
spot—there are no shortcuts. We are trialing the newest genetics and are
always chasing the best flavor and crunch. We are pumped to see exploding
blueberry category gains. And with new plantings coming into production,
we’ll delight more customers than ever. Rainier is excited to kick off another
great summer!”
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SUSTAINABLY
GROWN WITH
THE EARTH'S
FUTURE
IN MIND.
CAL GIANT AD
Choose California Giant Berry Farms
for quality and consistency you and
your shoppers can count on.

Visit calgiant.com and contact us to learn more.

Misionero

I

CJ:

I can’t tell you how exciting
this is as a vegetarian
consumer and trade member! What
led Misionero to pursue the plantbased line at this time?

spend a ridiculous amount of time
standing in front of the packaged
salads set in my local grocery store.
While the trade news writer in me
flits between competing brands
and flavor trends, the consumer in me
just wants to find an offering without
meat. Although I do love a good Caprese,
sometimes you need to switch things up.

Eating plant-based isn’t always easy.
Despite the rise in vegan, vegetarian,
and flexitarian diets, there are still plenty
of eating occasions that we veg-heads
are excluded from. While being a fresh
produce fanatic certainly helps, it is
somewhat surprising to see how many
plant-based opportunities lie ahead.
I’ve noticed that, as of late, food
producers have targeted more
value-added applications in order to
supplement demand in this segment
with convenience-forward options.
Packaged salads, for example—which
expanded significantly as a result of new
purchasing habits in 2020—is one of
many fresh-forward segments that has
seen an influx of meatless innovations.
Suffice it to say, I am one of many
consumers jumping for joy over
Misionero’s recent rollout of its new
salad kits featuring a plant-based
meat substitute.

Chandler James

CJ:

Misionero continues to gain
momentum in the fresh
vegetable market, such as partnering
with Grupo Altex in Mexico,
launching the new Green Wave
brand, and earning an Equitable
Food Initiative (EFI) certification in
just the past year alone. What recent
developments have been made in
terms of your product portfolio?
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NZ:
Nicole Zapata,

Marketing Director, Misionero

NZ:

Kicking off 2021, we recently
partnered with key alternative
protein suppliers to launch a new salad
kit line under our popular Garden Life
brand. The new lineup includes three
varieties: Hail Kale Caesar, Rancho
Santa Fe, and Mindful Mediterranean.

All of the SKUs are topped with a
chicken-alternative protein, which truly
sets them apart in the category. We are
currently ramping up our marketing
promotions with more new product
availability and expanded capacity for
launch during the fall of 2021.

Misionero strives to be an
innovator and leader in
growing trends across the food industry,
having launched our first alternative
meat salad kits in 2018. Plant-based
eating has continued to skyrocket
since then, with sales up 148 percent
in 2019 from the previous year. The
consumption continued to climb in 2020,
despite the pandemic, with data pointing
toward veganism being twice as popular
as it was five years ago.

CJ:

While one could argue that
everything is plant-based in
the fresh produce industry, there is
still a huge difference between plantbased offerings and meatless offerings.
Why is it important to bring meatless
offerings to the market specifically?

NZ:

These salad kits are
convenient and an excellent
alternative for swapping out chicken,
whether for a health-conscious decision
or simply trying something new.
Misionero saw the opportunity to grow
our product portfolio with this lineup
that includes alternative chicken under
the Garden Life brand to enhance the
accessibility for cross-merchandising
possibilities.

Garden Life’s new lineup goes beyond
the traditional grain-based proteins by
including meat alternatives.

CJ:

Speaking of crossmerchandising, how can
retailers leverage these unique
offerings across the grocery store?

NZ:

The bagged salad kit line is
being brought to the market
with satisfaction in mind. The kits can
be used as a side to enjoy with any meal
or as a complete meal for consumers
leaning toward a flexitarian diet. The
Garden Life salad kit lineup leaves no
one’s taste buds behind as it was created
to be enjoyed by traditional meat lovers
and vegans alike—so retailers can get
creative with where they position
these products.

CJ:

While the jury is still out
on whether meat eaters
or vegetarians are healthier, there
is much to be said about how plantbased diets can contribute to a more
sustainable future. In offering this

new line of products to consumers,
how does Misionero hope to make an
impact on the food industry overall?

NZ:

Consumer behavior tends
to trend toward making
feel-good decisions. Purchasing plantbased products allows consumers to
do something that benefits both the
environment and their health. As the
plant-based protein segment and the
value-added space continue to grow,
we hope to deliver convenient, healthy
products that meet the expectations of
this evolving space.

Meatless and convenient are a match
made in buy-side heaven if you ask me!
And, come fall, I have a feeling that
grocers with these salad kits on hand will
be biting into a new slice of the plantbased market.

Misionero saw the opportunity to
grow our product portfolio with
this lineup that includes alternative
chicken under the Garden Life brand
to enhance the accessibility for crossmerchandising possibilities.

“

“

Nicole Zapata,

Marketing Director, Misionero
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Mucci Farms Blended
Flavors™ Tomatoes
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{ what the fork }

C AU L I F L OW E R G N OCC H I W I T H B L E N D E D F L AV O R S ™ TO M ATO E S
INGREDIENTS
1 pint Mucci Farms Blended Flavors
Tomatoes, cut into halves
Mucci Farms Naked Leaf Living Basil,
to garnish
5 cups small cauliflower florets, about
½ a large head
1 tsp kosher or sea salt
1⅔ cups all-purpose flour
2 tbsp olive oil
½ cup sliced red onion
2 garlic cloves, minced
Black pepper
Grated parmesan
™

Prep Time: 10 min
Cook Time: 25 min
Servings: 3–4

DIRECTIONS

1

Steam cauliflower until very tender, about 10 minutes. Process cauliflower and salt
in a food processor until smooth and creamy, scraping down the sides twice.

2

Scrape cauliflower purée into a large bowl and gently fold in flour using a rubber
spatula. (Do not stir vigorously, as this will overwork the gluten leading to
tough gnocchi.)

3

Turn dough onto a floured surface, dust liberally with flour, and pat into a 1" thick
square. Cut square into seven strips. Roll a strip gently with more flour if sticky and
cut into bite-sized pieces. Repeat with remaining strips.

4 Cook gnocchi in 2–3 batches in a large pot of boiling salted water for 2 minutes, or
until they float. Strain out gnocchi and place on an oiled plate.

5 Heat 1 tbsp oil in a large non-stick skillet over medium-high heat, add gnocchi and
sauté for 2–3 minutes until light golden. Remove to a large, shallow serving bowl.

6 In same pan, heat remaining 1 tbsp oil over high heat. Add Mucci Farms Blended

Flavors™ Tomatoes, onion, and garlic. Sauté 2–3 minutes until juices begin to release
and tomatoes are jammy.

7 Spoon over gnocchi, season with pepper, and garnish with Mucci Farms Naked Leaf
Living Basil and parmesan.

To learn more about Mucci Farms, visit www.muccifarms.com
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Burnac Produce Limited

BY JORDAN OKUMURA

B

eing in the presence of a company like Burnac Produce
Limited is kinetic. It is akin to holding the world in your
hands, like striking a match and watching the room come
alive with possibilities. It’s like holding a treasure map and then
being given the legend to read it.

Were I a topographer, the map of Burnac’s reach, focus, and
capabilities would be expansive, strategic, and thoroughly
unique. I would even go so far as to describe it as essential
to navigating the fresh produce landscape, which rivals all
industries in scale.
To put it simply, while many out there are considering building
a global village, this Toronto, Canada-based company is
doing it.
“We strive to offer limitless potential
for our customers,” Lorne Burnett,
Co-Chairman and Co-Chief
Executive Officer, tells me before
we begin this global trip around
the world—the Burnac world.
“Burnac does an enormous amount
of due diligence at the category
origins of all of our product offerings

to understand each element of the value chain. Not just growing,
but sustainable packaging, merchandising, innovation, research
and development (R&D), global sourcing, and aligning what the
consumer desires with what the field can create.”
Necessity has been the mother of invention for Burnac,
whether we are referring to the new standards, challenges, and
guidelines of a COVID-19 world, or simply a heightened global
demand to rival and compete in an ever changing, dynamic
retail marketplace.
“Burnac has a global reach and endless
drive to source the products in new
markets that our customers want
access to. We have a ‘whatever
it takes’ philosophy backed by
integrity, and we do not see
roadblocks in challenges, only
opportunities,” Domenic Raso,
Co-Chief Executive Officer, reflects as
if he is turning over the well-worn map in
his hands. “Some companies see this as an attitude to strive for.
We achieve it in practice.”
And Burnac truly is a company of action. As the operation looks

to diversify its reach, it has brought together a team of stewards
that oversee Burnac’s respective business units.
When I write that the breadth and depth of the people
at Burnac are immeasurable, I am not being abstract.
Entrepreneurial spirit and initiative alone keep a ceiling from
Burnac’s reality.
With a ticket in hand on this global tour and a compass
calibrated to Burnac as the North Star, we embark on such
a journey, with the essential mapmakers honing the strategic
point of Burnac Produce—its diverse, dedicated, and innovative
Category Directors.

GLOBAL HEAVY HITTERS
WITH ANTHONY BISOGNO

Burnac is limitless as opposed to limited and/or landlocked—
these words have become an echo that follows me as I sit down
with each Director, beginning with Anthony Bisogno. The
company thinks in terms of paradigms of products, not regions,
allowing Burnac to bring new items to retailers from every
corner of the world.
As the Director of Category Management across berries, melons,
celery, asparagus, and specialty tropicals, Anthony has taken
many a demand and a dare upon his shoulders. Such top-dollar
categories bring in big wins within Canada’s thriving “ultra”
multi-cultural demographic—especially when the beauty of
such a complex audience means some of the items he finds in
other parts of the world that are strange to many are what truly
represent home for his consumers.
“While my area of expertise is in the procurement of fresh
berries, the breadth of my category management has grown
since my time with Burnac. With 15 years of experience in the
category, and, having traveled the globe, I have seen perhaps
every possible scenario—good and bad—which enables us to
pivot like few others can to insulate our customers from the ‘ups’
and ‘downs’ such a volatile category can present,” Anthony
shares with me.
In Burnac’s quest to satisfy every customer, the company has
found the need to source foods from new global opportunities
and wellness trends.
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We strive to offer limitless
potential for our customers.
Burnac does an enormous
amount of due diligence at
the category origins of all of
our programs to understand
each element of the
value chain.
LORNE BURNETT,

CO-CHAIRMAN AND CO-CHIEF
EXECUTIVE OFFICER,
BURNAC PRODUCE LIMITED

“Because, as they say, nothing tastes like home. Just ask a
Spaniard about Piel de Sapo or a Brazilian about Cherimoya!”
Anthony laughs.
Such drive and desire are only mirrored by an unwavering
passion to keep Burnac’s value proposition unique and diverse.
Part of this balance plays out across all of Burnac’s category
strongholds in its conventional and organic offerings.
“Many of our conventional customers represent the biggest
growth opportunity in our organic business, as they use their
footprint, customer relationships, delivery mechanisms, and
good names to expand in this market segment,” Anthony
reveals. “By offering them the same consistency in quality and
supply as they have come to expect from our conventional
programs, we can ‘grow organically’ together.”
Essentially, when you get a conventional partnership, you get a
foothold in the organic market as well.
This alignment that Anthony speaks of is an unmistakable tenet
of the Burnac way and helps the Directors break through walls
and barriers as the map demands.
“We never give up! Drawing on the depth of our experience and
our global partnerships, we always grind out a win, even when
faced with the challenge of supplying items thought impossible
to attain,” Anthony reflects.
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This desire to rally against the grain and what is possible is
something that resonates with Burnac’s grower partners as well.
As Sandra Carrasco, Sales Executive for America, Grupo Athos
shares with me, the feeling, faith, and trust required and shared
are mutually beneficial.
“Provincial Fruit and Burnac Produce Teams have become
a very important business partner with whom we have been
developing the retail and wholesale channels for our blueberries,
Black Mission figs, pomegranates, and Barhi dates,” Sandra
says. “We are proud to have such a thorough and reliable
partner that has demonstrated its care, especially during this
difficult period we are all going through.”
On the berry front, Burnac works with a host of berry growers
that reciprocate the same passion—like that of Well•Pict.
“The relationship with our trading partners at Burnac has
exceeded our expectations; they are people of integrity, wellinformed, and quick to act in this dynamic industry of ours,”
Well•Pict Vice President of Sales and Marketing Dan Crowley
shares with me.
Toppling the notion that you can’t have your cake and eat it too,
Burnac helps its customers get to the global table where the best
of meals is served: endless possibilities.

R&D focus unbounded by restrictive geography in order to
become better strategic sourcing partners for our customers.”
I must take a beat here and note that it is, in my experience,
rare for a company in the fresh produce industry to know
itself so well—to be so deeply engaged in every nut, bolt, and
wrench of the business. It is this strength, though, that has
allowed the strategies laid out on the page to become threedimensional structures.

CHALLENGING THE
INDUSTRY FOLKLORE
WITH JACQUES LAVERGNE

With such an expansive reach, promise, and world view, Burnac
has found that scaling growth in a healthy, yet progressive, way
has allowed its outfit to achieve what many consider unthinkable,
and what few dare to do in a lifetime: cast a global net.
“During the last decade, Burnac has challenged the industry
folklore in search of a better way to supply fresh produce in the
Canadian marketplace to maximize our value proposition,”
Jacques Lavergne, Managing Director at Rite-Pak Produce—a
Burnac company—reveals to me as we take off on a 40,000-foot
view initiated to help wrap my head around the immense impact
that the company has had locally, nationally, and globally. “To
help achieve this vision, a new organizational design was
conceived and implemented to encourage and foster a greater

“The executive team worked diligently over these past ten years
creating an exciting culture leveraging Burnac’s long and
successful history, clearly articulating its shared values across
the organization. Through the implementation of an internal
category management development program, it is allowing us
to expand and provide new talent the opportunity to grow into
their roles faster while encouraging outside-the-box thinking,
leading to entrepreneurship,” Jacques shares.
It is this limitless mindset that has motivated and allowed the
dry vegetable, kiwi, and chestnut category captain and Director
to align his vision with the Burnac philosophy.
With every Director encompassing both an onshore and
offshore component, Jacques’ unit is also a nod to Burnac’s
vision for a global network of resources and solutions.
“For many customers’ and competitors’ vegetable programs, the
long-standing and traditional sources of supply remains the
U.S., while some other vegetables are sourced from Western
Mexico,” he says.
By diversifying growing origins, traditional means of sourcing
have become antiquated.

BURNAC PRODUCE’S DIRECTORS SEE LEADERSHIP AS
COLLABORATION, AND VISION AS A GLOBAL TEAM EFFORT
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We never give up! Drawing
on the depth of our
experience and our global
partnerships, we always
grind out a win, even when
faced with the challenge
of supplying items thought
impossible to attain.
ANTHONY BISOGNO,
DIRECTOR OF CATEGORY
MANAGEMENT,
BURNAC PRODUCE LIMITED

As an example—and in the case of one specific commodity—
the U.S. was the main source of supply. Burnac expanded the
sourcing of this commodity to include growers in Central and
Western Mexico as the development of alternatives became
critical with the impact of climate change. In addition, if all
these regions fail, Burnac has developed alternative sources in
North/Central Africa amongst other geographic areas. Also,
quickly switching sourcing regions without interruption of
supply caused by uncontrollable events—such as Hurricane
Eta’s devastating impact on Florida’s vegetable production
and recent freeze damage in Texas—also provides a boon to
Burnac’s value proposition.
Each part speaks to the whole, as Jacques reminds me.
“Similarly, for other commodities, we have developed production
alternatives in the Dominican Republic and Central America,”
Jacques responds. “In the case of each dry vegetable sub-category,
we have developed alternative sources of supply within and
outside of North America, providing us with the ability and
confidence in offering a global solution while helping customers
manage their supply risks. The anticipation and visualization of
sourcing changes that may be required in the future cannot be
left to a later date. It is the responsibility of each Burnac Director
to identify the risks and formulate the solutions well in advance.”
And multi-origin sourcing is only the beginning. Within the
folds of the Burnac family, fresh and efficient capabilities and
advantages flourish. From mobilizing resources to achieving
the stated goal and objectives established for each commodity,
Burnac manages to channel a fanatical passion about the quality
of the products it sources and the services the team provides.
When the going gets tough, as Jacques tells me, the team lines up
behind a common ideology: Remain calm and find a different
route. To drive home the vision with an analogy from the Vice
President of Finance: Burnac is a speed boat versus the Titanic.
In other words: Be more nimble, faster, and lighter than
competitors.
From comprehensive planning models combined with JIT
logistics to assuming the role of risk managers for Burnac’s
larger customers and accepting the supply and economic risks
potentially associated with supply interruptions, Burnac’s
inclusive business model offers customers an exclusive range of
benefits. Offering multiple packaging options including shelflife extension options and providing its growers with technical
know-how, financial assistance, and qualified personnel to set
up or address a program when quality issues surface—these
elements are only a handful of the many qualities that set
Burnac apart.
“We all get up each day with a high level of commitment to
quality and dedicated service,” Jacques notes.
The statement is simple, sure, but the execution is as dynamic as
they come.
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That is a heck of a tall order for anyone, let alone a company
with so many moving parts, while navigating local, regional,
national, and international markets and politics.
“This is what makes Burnac so compelling. Integrated with our
full-service operation, we can deliver as little as one pallet direct
to any retail store, large or small, within a 300-kilometer (190
mile) radius. Our ‘deliver-fresh-produce 24/7’ mechanism is in
place to accommodate same-day shorts,” Doreen tells me.
Work ethically, honestly, with trust and respect—this is what
Doreen leaves me with as we look to the horizon line, and it is
more than enough.

LIVING BY A
COURAGEOUS MANDATE
WITH DOREEN NG

A word like dynamic only begins to scratch the surface of a
company like Burnac, but perfectly explains two key categories
that drive sales in the produce department and fuels the passion
and dedication of industry veteran Doreen Ng.
As Senior Director of Fruit Programs, Doreen’s role is wideranging, but she is intimately involved with grapes and cherries
across conventional and organic growing regions.
“We at Burnac structure our conventional procurement together
with organic for a very specific reason: complete visibility,”
Doreen shares with me. “Given our five to six months of cold
Canadian climate, we virtually import fruit and produce yearround, but our first priority is to our Canadian local growers
from the East to the West Coast, with cherries, blueberries,
stonefruit, and vegetables.”
Caring for so many front-running categories begs the question:
How does Doreen sleep at night? Yet, she does—all thanks to
the key to Burnac’s business: Sustainable relationships built on
strong support and trust with customers and, especially, with
Burnac’s growers.
“We have established ‘ears to the ground’ personnel at origin
to provide market intel, especially vital given the COVID-19
pandemic, to watch out for what Mother Nature brings—like
the rains in India, Chile, and South Africa earlier this year—in
order to be resilient and proactive,” she shares with me.
With a motto that insists on adaptability—“change is
constant”—I can’t impress enough how this team collaborates
with each other and leads by example.
“We always need to work with many pokers in the fire—
globally—and be able to react effectively. This is where solid
and trusted relationships are vital in order to secure product
on short notice,” Doreen reflects. “As it is our mandate, we
embrace the ideal—with a keen global sense—to have produce
available 12 months of the year, with new and proven species
or varietals; and be first to market, and with a keen focus on
developing eco-friendly packaging.”
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We always need to work
with many pokers in the
fire—globally—and be able
to react effectively. This
is where solid and trusted
relationships are vital...
DOREEN NG,

SENIOR DIRECTOR OF
FRUIT PROGRAMS,
BURNAC PRODUCE LIMITED

“Differentiating Burnac’s category management philosophy
is a key aspect of our business model. Additionally, we did
not design each detail of this plan or develop each solution
in a vacuum for our customers. We listen and respond to the
constantly changing policies, supply chain needs, and new ideas
of our partners to generate the most scalable and sustainable
value in both the short- and long-term,” Christian Janzso shares
with me. “On the supply-side, we value and treat our vendors
with the utmost respect. In each pod, the managers and their
respective suppliers are not only business partners, but, most of
the time, they are good friends and are treated as our extended
family. We are ultimately a representation of our suppliers,
and our customers are a representation of us. With this model,
we are driven to perform and succeed at every level, and it is,
ultimately, the recipe to our success.”

RISK TAKERS AND
DREAM MAKERS
WITH CHRISTIAN JANZSO

I find my conversations keep circling back to the topic of
relationships, which is intimately tied to Burnac’s loyal
customer, vendor, and grower base. Customers continue to
come back to Burnac because of the quality of its products and
the consistency of its offerings. Combined with the integrity,
commitment, and professionalism the team emulates, Burnac
continues to innovate with both passion and necessity.
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As a Director of Category Management with an emphasis in
salad and cooking vegetables, Christian constantly has his
finger on the pulse of market movements, buying behaviors, and
connecting some of the leading retailers of our day with the
boots on the ground in produce operations around the world.
Just to shake it up a bit and keep him even more on his toes, he
also oversees tropicals.
“Historically, these categories were very much a ‘reactionary’
buying model, given the volatility tied to the respective items. By
widening our scope of supply and leveraging our long-standing
vendor relationships, we are able to provide a healthier, more
planned model for our customers to latch onto,” Christian says.

The method by which Burnac has chosen to go to market in this
category has also changed the way the industry does business.
“There have been many instances where we have identified a
need to source product from new origins and have taken the
first step—and risk—in developing the ground, operations, and
relationships,” Christian reflects. “Take flying butter lettuce,
Brussels sprouts, and cactus pears from all corners of the
Earth—all of these were once a challenge to source. Now, they
are normal lines of supply for many retailers.”
Within Burnac, each Category Director is essentially running a
‘business’ within the business, Christian adds.
“Each of us treats the ‘business’ as if it was our own. Each
Manager works around the clock, and there really isn’t any
off-time given that we are a 24/7 operation,” he notes. “I
cannot think of another business that operates with the level of
attention that we do. This is what gives our customers that sense
of comfort that we will do whatever it takes to ensure seamless
coverage for their business and, ultimately, their customers.”
Steering the ship of Burnac Produce is a team effort in so
many respects, and I can’t help but feel a unique level of
accomplishment and accountability radiating from the sea that
this produce partner navigates.

expresses. “In a world that is becoming increasingly smaller,
we pride ourselves on sifting through the immense amount of
offerings from all corners of the planet in order to pinpoint
best-in-class partners with the products to focus on in pursuit of
commercializing their offerings in the marketplace.”
Because there is not a second to be spared or squandered when
it comes to delivering premium fresh produce, time is of the
most precious of elements.
“Speed to market, even with sea transit times as long as five to
six weeks, will remain a goal of ours for all of our offerings,” he
says, driving home that unrivaled urgency that becomes a part
of the industry’s marrow the longer you are in it.
Carrying a category like citrus under the team’s belt, MarcAntoine knows what it is like to be under a microscope. His
main focus is and will continue to be global citrus—whether
it be onshore or offshore, as produce knows no political
boundaries, and opportunities are plentiful.
Burnac’s objective is to satiate the needs of its customers and
make their desires a reality. This bottom line ripples through
all aspects of the business model as the company strives to fulfill
the need for differentiation, consistent high quality, excellence,
and diversification. And, despite an enormous footprint, the
company always finds ways to pivot, keeping its line of sight
focused equally on both the ground beneath its feet and the
horizon of potential.
“We strive to exceed customers’ expectations on a daily basis.
That is what drives us. We are here to execute as flawlessly as
possible and mitigate risks while allowing our customers to
shine—no matter what,” he concludes.

STRIVING FOR
EXCELLENCE

WITH MARC-ANTOINE ROBIN
From the depths of such a rich, sweeping, and rolling sea, a
thought surfaces for me. Even with a team as expansive as
Burnac’s with a range of knowledge as wide-reaching as it is
deep, you have to imagine that somewhere in the mix, a moving
part gets left by the wayside.
But, Marc-Antoine Robin, Director of Category Management
for Citrus, tells me that this notion is far from the case, and
even further from an acceptable outcome.

When in uncharted waters—as 2020 provided us in
multitudes—picking up Burnac’s map of resources and
relationships has provided many with an invaluable set of
directions and solutions. Choosing your own adventure
evolves from a game of chance to a treasure hunt guiding the
seafaring many to a wealth of immense opportunity, no matter
the weather. And, at the end of every path laid with Burnac
Produce is the reward of success, sustainable relationships, and
a compass in which to locate points of leverage and growth.
Navigating the deepwater of today’s politics, climate,
relationships, market, and consumer expectations can seem
impossible with such scope, need, and demand. And it is not
just any normal company that can traverse such waters—it
takes a fleet.
It takes a North Star with a precisely calibrated compass rose.
It takes Burnac Produce.

“We strive to be meticulous and thorough, as well as connected
and painstakingly accurate, and precise,” Marc-Antoine
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WTF

DO I DO WITH

Lipman Family Farms
Fresh-Cut Green Beans

?

{ what the fork }

GREEN BEAN AND BEEF STIR-FRY WITH LO MEIN
INGREDIENTS
12 oz bag Lipman Family Farms
Cleaned and Trimmed Fresh-Cut
Green Beans
½ lb beef tenderloin, thinly sliced
2 tbsp brown sugar
2 tbsp honey
2 tbsp vegetable oil
1 tbsp minced garlic
⅛ tsp ground ginger
½ cup beef stock
½ cup soy sauce
1 tbsp sesame oil
2 tbsp corn starch
2 tbsp water
Salt and pepper, to taste
Sesame seeds and green onions,
for garnish
Lo mein noodles, to serve
Prep Time: 15 min
Cook Time: 30 min
Servings: 2
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1

DIRECTIONS
Marinate the beef in brown sugar, honey, ginger, soy sauce, and sesame oil. Add 1
tbsp oil to a pan at medium-high heat and sear beef with marinade, then remove
from pan.

2 Add 1 tbsp oil and add green beans and garlic to the pan. Sauté until garlic is soft,

then add beef stock and cover for 3 minutes. Turn off heat, remove lid, and add all of
cooked beef and sauce back into the pan with the green beans. Stir together.

3

Mix corn starch and water together to create a slurry, add to pan, and turn heat back
on to medium-high. Bring mixture to a boil so that starch will thicken the sauce.

4 Bring a medium-large pot of water to a boil for lo mein noodles. Boil noodles

for 4–6 minutes on high. Drain and add to pan. Sauté noodles in to add flavor
throughout. Serve and garnish with sesame seeds and green onion.

To learn more about Lipman Family Farms,
visit www.lipmanfamilyfarms.com

Sunkist Growers

I

grew up in California. I’ve
driven through farmland,
tasted the tang of ocean
air on my tongue, and
sled through snow six-feet high.
In the midst of the grand, you
can sometimes miss something
small—something you might not
realize is historic. Because, for
me, the seemingly small moment
I stepped into the leafy hollow of
my grandmother’s orange tree was
when I knew California was a land
steeped in story.

The tree stood behind her house. At
the time, it seemed to take up the
entirety of her backyard. If I bent
beneath the branches to stand by
the trunk, the world surrounding it
would disappear and I was left to my
own imagination, my own creation of
stories. At the center of them were
girls fighting off monsters, changing
the world, or chasing down their
own dreams.
As I sit down to write a story about
a young woman whose dreams

could very well change a slice
of this giant world, I can almost
imagine the snap of citrus tickling
the back of my throat.
The young woman I speak of is
Cassie Howard, a rising star in the
California citrus community, who,
like many heroines of old, felt
something pull her toward destiny.
“I joined Sunkist Growers in March
2011 after spending a few years at
the California Tree Fruit Agreement
(CTFA) as an analyst. That was
where I fell in love with category
management and this industry,”
Cassie says, pulling me into her
journey toward becoming Sunkist’s
current Director of Category
Management.
In this role, Cassie spearheads
multiple projects, like tracking
consumer trends as they relate
to Sunkist citrus categories,
packaging solutions, and
benchmarking opportunities for the
cooperative’s partners.
Along the way, Cassie’s own story has
intertwined with others, weaving a
rich tapestry as thick as those leaves
above me nearly twenty years ago.

“We have a strong representation
of women in produce at our citrus
cooperative, across all departments,
especially on our marketing and sales
teams,” Cassie shares. “Women bring
a different passion, excitement, and
perspective to produce. I’ve been
encouraged by the accomplishments
I’ve seen in our female sales force—
seeing them in action, in meetings,
winning awards, and doing what
they love most. They are the best.
They have embraced and mentored
other women in our organization to
continue that success. In our industry,
I’ve had the privilege of seeing them
encourage one another and lift each
other up. I am honored to be a part of
this crew.”
The crew has also managed to
bolster Sunkist’s position in the
market—no small feat—although the
125-year-old cooperative continues
to deliver new innovations and drive
up varietal interest.
“Through our category management
program, we continue to reaffirm our
presence as a citrus leader across all
business facets. I’ve been fortunate
to be given the tools to help grow
category management over the
years,” Cassie asserts. “What I love

“Women bring a different passion,
excitement, and perspective to
produce. [...] I’ve had the privilege of
seeing them encourage one another
and lift each other up. I am honored to
be a part of this crew.”
Cassie Howard,

Director of Category Management,
Sunkist Growers
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most about this role is helping
identify opportunities for our retail
partners, which help grow their
business and our category. When
they jump on an opportunity that I
have presented, and it drives sales, it
feels like a win-win. That is the most
fantastic part of my job. Through
category management, there is a
clear path to measuring success, and
it drives me.”
This drive for success anchors Cassie,
making everything she chases after
a certainty—not just a possibility.
I couldn’t have selected a better
heroine if I had written her myself.
“The Sunkist leadership has always
supported me in my goals to
grow, whether that be through
IRI conferences, the Category
Management Association,
or countless webinars and
development courses,” Cassie
shares. “Since the beginning of
Produce Marketing Association’s
(PMA) Women’s Fresh Perspectives,
Sunkist has been a sponsor and
encouraged my involvement and
attendance at these events. Sunkist
has also sponsored my participation
in the PMA Emerging Leaders
Program as part of the class of 2013.
When I decided I wanted to go back
to school to pursue my Master of
Business Administration, the team
was incredibly supportive through
the Sunkist tuition reimbursement
program. Also, they assisted me in
my final thesis on Organizational
Management and Supply Chain.”
In her time at Sunkist, Cassie clearly
has taken to both the job and the
land in which that job encompasses.
This extends to the communities that
make up these essential growing
regions, such as Cassie’s support
of a local Fresno, California, church.
This church has been hosting “Base
Camp,” a free community meal every
Thursday, for the last 15 years.
“At the onset of COVID-19, several
members knew that this meal was
even more critical for those in the
neighborhood, but needed a new
approach. Since then, a group of
volunteers has been offering a
socially distanced, safe, to-go meal
for anyone who comes,” Cassie
shares with enthusiasm. “The group
switches every other week, so my
mom and I handle the distribution
bimonthly. It has been so amazing
for two reasons. One, it has allowed
me to spend precious time with my

mom that I otherwise wouldn’t have
during this whole thing, and two, I
have loved getting to know the
community members by providing
them with not only a good meal but
human connection in a time when
that is limited. We serve upwards
of 50 meals a week, and always
incorporate some fruit or vegetable
in each meal—on New Year’s, we
were able to put a Sunkist Cara Cara
in each meal, which I loved!”
Cassie’s thoughtfulness doesn’t
end there, as she has also raised
thousands of dollars for the
Foundation Fighting Blindness® by
hosting a “Dinner in the Dark” event
at a local Fresno restaurant. Guests
wear a blindfold during their meal, a
method that helps build awareness
for those who are visually impaired.

“Through category management,
there is a clear path to measuring
success, and it drives me.”

“It is a fantastic way to open up
your other senses around food
and experience what the world is
like for so many people who have
vision impairment. Unfortunately,
the 2020 event was canceled due
to the pandemic. However, there
is growing interest and excitement
around the event, which means
we are bringing it back as soon as
possible,” Cassie notes.
It’s easy to see how someone like
Cassie has carved out a name for
herself. A mixture of lightningfast consumer knowledge and an
intricate understanding of citrus
categories make for one woman
whose destiny is on the fast-track to
produce greatness.
I think eight-year-old me would have
been proud to tell her story.

Top: Cassie with her mom, dad, and siblings

Bottom: Cassie with her husband and two sons
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TRUE TO TASTE

Libations

FOR ALL OCCASIONS:

SOME LIKE IT SWEET
MARTINI
By Chandler James

I

need all of the cleansing masks, candles,
and bubble baths as I have officially
declared 2021 the year of extensive selfcare. These amenities are nursing both my
mental and physical wellbeing, and, honestly,
part of me just wants to feel luxurious after
enduring what was—personally—a 2020
dumpster fire in terms of emotional stability.

As I type this out in late winter, apple-berry
martini in hand, it dawns on me: I must share
this classy drink with my fellow produce
friends! For I am sure we can all use a bit
more self-care these days. With this Some
Like it Sweet cocktail, I put a spin on the
classic appletini to create a drink worth
kicking your feet up for.
It’s the kind of drink you keep in your back
pocket for those days when you need an

INGREDIENTS
apple-berry schnapps

½ cup sugar
2 Granny Smith apples
½ cup fresh raspberries
32 oz jar with lid
2 cups vodka

Time: 5 min
Servings: 1
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The fun doesn’t stop there, though, as
you can double down on the benefits of
this apple-berry martini by wielding its
ingredients in the produce aisle. Build out
a cross-merchandising display that is the
epitome of luxury—think glorious mounds of
apples and delightfully bright strawberries
or raspberries—and your consumers will
come clamoring.
Your investment in self-care will be returned
tenfold. So sit back, take a sip, and live your
best life!

DIRECTIONS
apple-berry schnapps

1.

Cut apples into quarters, leaving skin and core intact.

2.

Combine ½ cup of sugar with two tablespoons of boiling
water until a syrup consistency is reached.

3.

Add the apples, raspberries, and syrup to the jar and gently
shake to combine. Store the jar in a cool, dark area for
three days, shaking once a day to redistribute the syrup.

4.

Fill the remaining space in the jar with vodka and allow it to
sit for two to three months, shaking every few days.

5.

Drain the mixture by placing a strainer over a large bowl
and emptying the contents of the jar into the strainer.
Reserve the liquid for future use.

martini

1 oz vodka
½ oz apple-berry schnapps
½ oz simple syrup
Lime juice
Ice cubes
Granny Smith apple,
for garnish

extra dose of self-love. I went with the
classic Granny Smith apple for my version of
the martini, but grab whatever apple floats
your boat and craft a fresh produce vodka
infusion all your own—your future self will
thank you.

martini

1.

Combine vodka, schnapps, simple syrup, ice cubes, and a
squirt of lime juice in a cocktail shaker.

2.

Strain the mixture and pour into a chilled martini glass.
Garnish with an apple slice and enjoy!

TRUE TO TASTE

Photography by Carlos Palacio
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FRESH FOLK

MY FAVORITE THINGS

ALISHA ALBINDER
Owner/Operator, Hudson River Fruit Distributors
With Lilian Diep

To know Alisha Albinder is to know a free spirit—driven,
passionate, and eager to learn. With both hands dipped in fresh
produce and foodservice, the Owner/Operator of Hudson River
Fruit Distributors still finds the time to grow and nurture her
skills in body and mind. Buckle up as we explore some of her top
favorite things...

Especially
Aruba—it’s an
amazing island
with a lot to offer.

My particular
favorites are
SnapDragon® and
RubyFrost®!

My husband, Jesse
Camac, and I own
a restaurant called
Heritage Food +
Drink, and the
hospitality
business is great!

Makes me more
focused at work.

I love making
chocolate chip
cookies.

My son,
Cayden
Camac, is
such a joy!

What a great
at-home
workout system.

I recently started taking
Spanish classes.

I am a New Yorker—
love me a slice!

1 Apples
4
7
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Baking
Learning

8

3

Traveling
6

Meditating
Peloton® Bike

9

Being a Mom
Foodservice

New York-Style
Pizza

VOICES OF THE INDUSTRY

By Melissa De Leon Chavez

S

ynonymous with picnics and fun in the sun, there are
more than just eggs in the basket for this springtime
celebration. We tapped those in the industry that
know best to see what spreads your produce department
can take advantage of—some traditional and some with a
twist. See for yourself how you can make up and break up
those tasty Easter meals...
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Chris Carroll,

Vice President of Sales and Marketing,
Country Sweet Produce

“Sweet potatoes take center plate during Easter, and our value-added sweet
potato products just made it easier! The Easter holiday helps drive increased
demand for sweet potatoes. A great way to take advantage of this seasonal
demand is to stock up secondary displays with value-added sweet potato
products. We created our new retail display bins as an additional way for retailers
to merchandise our products in a secondary location, including usage on end caps,
overflow, and/or secondary placement in other departments of the store. Bagged
sweet potato sales make up nearly 10 percent of total sweet potato sales, according to Sweet Potato
Council April 2020, and there is a huge opportunity to build out sweet potato programs by adding Bako
Sweet® Steam Bags and 3 lb mesh bags to the mix! This is a great way to promote sweet potatoes as a
healthy and convenient side dish for Easter and everyday occasions.”

Mark Munger,

Vice President of Sales, 4Earth Farms
“While COVID-19 may be limiting large family gatherings for this year’s Easter
celebration, retailers looking to boost their produce sales this holiday should
consider highlighting their produce shelves and especially focusing on green
beans. Over the years, we’ve seen retailers generate excellent holiday green
bean sales by building large eye-catching displays, offering consumers a variety
of pack sizes and commodity options, and featuring green beans in their holiday
promotions. 4Earth Farms is uniquely equipped to aid retailers with our full line of
both organic and conventional green beans—1 and 2 lb bags, washed, trimmed and
untrimmed, and both organic and conventional bulk product. We have excellent supplies
and quality and foresee a high demand on green beans as families prepare food for home rather than
eating out.”

Anthony Innocenti,

Co-Founder and Managing Partner,
LIV Organic Produce
“Display. Display. Display. For produce managers looking for ideas to increase
Easter onion sales, we suggest building a colorful display of organic red,
yellow, white, and sweet onions. PLU’d at the packing house to guarantee
an accurate ring, LIV Organics will have good supplies of new crop onions
throughout the holiday.”

Nichole Towell,

Senior Director of Marketing and Packaging
Procurement, Duda Farm Fresh Foods
“The Easter holiday is a great opportunity to bring back fresher and lighter
dishes, especially with spring and summer right around the corner. Celery is the
perfect addition to your menu, whether it be a garnish or a part of a main dish.
With a refreshing crunch and pop of color, celery can really bring something
special to the table for your customers’ Easter celebration!”
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Eric Proffitt,

Executive Vice President of Sales and
Marketing, Grimmway Farms

“Carrots always move well around Easter, and since shopping can run
late into the holiday weekend, we recommend that retailers scale orders
in advance to make sure supplies are stocked for increased demand.
Ensuring quality is the key to merchandising carrots, so bulk and packaged
products should be refrigerated, rotated, and restocked constantly. Retailers
can promote baby carrots in secondary displays near dips, dressings, and other
complementary items, and we recommend cross-merchandising carrots with other staple spring
vegetables and cooking herbs for extra visibility. While we think of carrots first for snack trays
and side dishes, let’s not forget they’re a main ingredient in every family’s favorite carrot cake. Try
merchandising shredded carrots with flour, frosting, and pecans to inspire dessert ideas as well.”

Luke Fountain,

Sales, Atlas Produce
“During the spring holiday season, it’s important to remember that dates are
popular during Passover, Easter, and Ramadan. Many eat dates during this
time to break-fast, so creating multiple displays throughout the store and
keeping dates at eye level will increase sales during this busy time. Marketing
different varieties next to each other will not only give the consumer choices,
but it will also tempt them into trying more than one. Medjools are usually the
go-to in the date community, but other varieties such as the Deglet-Noor or
the Date Rolls always see an increase in sales during this season, too. I would also
recommend sampling dates alongside popular date recipes and cross-merchandising
dates with bananas to help drive sales.”

Katiana Valdes,

Marketing Director, Crystal Valley Foods

“Asparagus and French beans are perfect springtime veggies to promote
during the Easter season. Both are typically plentiful in the early spring
as favorite sides and ingredients for the holiday. Full front-and-center
asparagus and French bean displays will be helpful to boost sales as well
as cross-merchandising the veggies with meats typically served on Easter
like ham, lamb, bacon, and even prosciutto. Asparagus is becoming a
popular brunch item as well and can be added to quiches, frittatas, and other
egg dishes. Crystal Valley offers white asparagus year-round, but it is also a springtime and Easter
holiday favorite, so it is great to have this specialty item in stock and on display as well.”
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OFF THE SHELF

A Closer Look at
That’s Tasty™ Living
Organic Herbs
By Jenna Plasterer

I

n an industry where fresh is
literally in the name, what could
offer consumers a fresher option
than products grown right at home?
With shoppers everywhere trying
their hand at gardening as a new
hobby, and with organic demand
at an all-time high, Shenandoah
Growers’ That’s Tasty™ brand’s
living herbs line, along with its newly
expanded program, offers retailers
the chance to get in on the action
and strike while the iron is hot.
Shenandoah offers over 30 different
varieties and sizes of herbs that will
fit the varying needs of any shopper
demographic. All of the herbs
available are grown and cultivated
in an indoor growing system, which
guarantees consistency across the
entire lineup and high-quality herbs
at an affordable cost all year long.

To give retailers an extra tool to add
to their belts, Shenandoah has also
unveiled retail-ready displays that put
living herbs front and center to catch
the eyes of shoppers in the produce
aisles and maximize sales. With their
vibrant, fresh colors, there is no way
consumers will be able to pass by
these displays without stopping to
marvel at the unique offerings and
add them to their carts.
While we may not all have a green
thumb, this collection can bring your
shoppers a little closer to embracing
their inner grower. Combining
sustainability, consistency, and
promotional value, Shenandoah’s
living herbs line is the perfect new
addition to your aisles.
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TRUE TO TASTE
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R

educing food waste by
becoming more sustainable
is a big undertaking for
any company, but what if
we took it one step further? What if
we added another tool in the home
chef’s kitchen by making use of the
entire fruit or vegetable in other
means, much like how a butcher uses
the entire animal in various dishes?
One movement I’ve noticed taking
the limelight amongst Earth-friendly
consumers is root-to-stem cooking.
The idea of reusing carrot stems
or onion peels in vegetable stock
or turning citrus peels into candy
isn’t new. However, there has been a
surge on social media as home cooks
explore upcycling produce scraps.
Upcycling is essentially using parts
that would eventually be discarded,
such as broccoli stems or celery leaves.
Influencers and consumers are taking
advantage of being home more to
experiment with their groceries and
have created dishes such as banana
peel curry, berry stem smoothies, and
carrot top pesto.
Conscientious consumers are actively
on the lookout for companies both
on the supply- and buy-side taking
a stand in being more Earth-friendly.
As shoppers continue to keep
sustainability at the top of their
shopping lists, produce providers,
retailers, and foodservice operators
alike can show they’re Team Mother

Earth by showcasing ways consumers
can reduce food waste right in their
very own baskets.
Embracing the potato peel in wedges
or chopping up stalks or stems
finely to incorporate into a sauce
helps ease consumers into being
more adventurous—enough to try
recipes like banana peel ice cream,
watermelon rind pickles, or even
citrus seed pectin.
A convenient and easy way to pique
shopper interest is through social
media or packaging callouts for
recipes that include root-to-stem
cooking. Value-added products are
also a great avenue for the supplyside to explore creating with this
concept as consumers continue to
cook more in their kitchens. After all,
what better way to incorporate new
value-added ideas at retail than to use
products that are readily available?
Our industry is in constant movement,
with new innovations, technologies,
and flavors taking the stage to both
move fresh produce forward and
delight consumers for the next big
thing. Sustainability is always on the
lips of leaders and minds of shoppers,
making this a clear next step our
industry could take as we continue to
be stewards for our Earth. A little dirt
never hurt anybody, so why not leave
the peel on?
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WTF

DO I DO WITH Sunkist® Grapefruit ?
{ what the fork }

F R E S H G R A P E F R U I T PA L O M A
INGREDIENTS
½ cup Sunkist Star Ruby
Grapefruit fresh-squeezed juice
½ cup sparkling water
2 tbsp Sunkist lime fresh-squeezed juice,
plus slices for garnish
¼ cup silver tequila (optional)
2 tsp honey simple syrup (optional)
Coarse sea salt, for the rim of the glasses
Ice
®

1

Prep Time: 10 min
Cook Time: 5 min
Servings: 1

Salt the rim of the glass by rubbing a grapefruit wedge around the edge and dipping
it onto a small plate of salt.

2 Fill glass halfway with ice.
3 Add the grapefruit juice, sparkling water, lime juice, tequila (optional), and honey
simple syrup (see recipe below).

4 Stir vigorously. Garnish with sliced lime.

h o n e y s i m p l e s y ru p

¼ cup filtered water
¼ cup honey

DIRECTIONS

1
2

h o n e y s i m p l e s y ru p

Combine water and honey in a small saucepan over medium heat. Bring to a
simmer and stir until honey dissolves.
Remove from heat and let cool. Keep in the refrigerator for up to a month.

For this Sunkist recipe and more, visit www.sunkist.com/recipes
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